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Wild looked the angry woman squarely in the eyes. There was no sign of fear on his face.
1
"You are doomed!" she hissed. "Your heart shall be pierced by a. red~hot
iron... The man at the forge was nearly ready. ·
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Young Wild West on the Rio Grande
-OR-

TRAPPING THE MEXICAN COINERS
By AN OLD -SCOUT
CHAPTER I.

The man behind the counter acted as though he was going
to have a fit, for he saw the muzzle of a Colt's revolver right
· under his nose.
How it had got there so quickly he had no idea, for he had
"That money ain't no good, young feller."
not seen the move the boy made when he drew It from his
"I know it."
"Then why are you givin' it to me in payment for ther belt.
At this juncture three or four men came into the store.
stuff you've jest bought?"
They had been outside, and hearing loud talk had come in
"Well, I thought you would surely take it and ask no questions, sin ce you gave it out in changing a hundred-dollar bill to see what the trouble was.
They were all rough-looking fellows, most of them being
last night."
"Wh-what! D'ye mean to say that I give them ten coun- Mexicans.
They had scarcely got inside the store and taken positions
terfeit dollars to any one? Young feller, if you wasn't sich
around the handsome boy with the long hair, when two figures
a boy I'd chaw you up for sayin' that!"
"Well, just imagine that I am not a boy, and start in to attired in hunting suits stepped in.
One was that of a tall man of thirty, with a dnrk, silky
chaw me up! You gave those t en counterfeit dollars to one
of my partners last night. I say you gave them to him, and I beard, and the other was a boy of about the age of the dashsay that you are going to take them back! Don't make any ing young fellow who had the storekeeper covered with his re.
mistake about it, now! You are going to take them back! " volver.
They were Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, the chums and
. The scene was in a grocery and supply store in the town of
Eagle Pass, Texas, and the time was a Iew years ago when partners of Young Wild West.
The boy standing before the counter did not seem to be the
there were troublous times in that part of the country.
. A tall, raw-boned man stood behind the counter of the store least bit disconcerted by the appearance of the rough-looking
the picture of anger a nd astonishment. His gaze was directed men.
Looking hard at the storekeeper, he said:
upon a handsome, athletic young fellow of perhaps twenty,
"There is no use in trying to carry your bluff any farther
who was a ttired in a fancy hunting suit of buck.in, and had
my friend. I mean business, and I want to know what yo;
a wealth of chestnut hair down over his shoulders.
The boy had such a commanding way about him, and talked mean!"
The fellow had let his revolver drop upon the counter, and .
in such an easy style that the storekeeper paused for a ,m othrowing a swift glance at the men who had surrounded the
ment and looked at hj.m in silence.
"You are goin' to make me take that counterfeit money, boy, he answered:
"I mean business, too."
hey?" he ventured, as he touched the pile of what appeared
Then he dropped behind the counter as though he had been
to be American silver dollars that lay on the counter in front
shot, and the men made an attempt to seize Young Wild West.
of him.
But that was where they made a mistake.
"Yes; I am going to make you take it back," was the calm
With a quick movement he dealt the nearest one a blow in
reply. "There is no use in your getting excited over it. You
know very well that you gave the money to Cheyenne Charlie, the face that sent him reeling to the floor, and then out came
my partner. Now, you take those ten dollars for the goods I a revolver in his other hand!
"Hold up your hands, every one of you!" he cried.
have just purchased, and give me a receipted bill for the same,
"That's right!" echoed the man with the beard, whipping
or th er e will be trouble!"
'' Who in thunder are you, anyhow? " gasped the man, as he out a brace of shooters and covering the crowd. "Hold up
n ervously fingered the butt of a revolver that protruded from your hands, you measly coyotes!"
"Get up from behind that counter, Mr. Storekeeper!., exhis hip pocket.
" Well, my name is Young Wild West!"
claimed the boy with him. "Get up, or I will begin to shoot
· " Young ·wild West, h ey? Well, Young Wild West, I reckon holes through the boards at you! Get up and show yourself, I
that you'll pay me good money for ther stuff you bought, or say!"
you won't take it out of here. Any man as says I give him
The ruffians-for they were nothing else-immediately hold
up their hands, and the storekeeper bobbed up like a jnck-inthem counterfeit dollars is a liar!"
As he said this the storekeeper pulled out his revolver.
the-box.
"Put that up!" cried Young Wild West, in a ringing tone.
'"1'hat's the way to do it, gentlemen," exclaimed Young
"Put that shooter up, or I'll - bore a hole through you!"
Wild West, smiling pleasantly n.t them. "Now, Mr. Store-TEN BAD DOLLARS,
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They had made arrangements with some dealers to bring in
keeper, are you going to accept the counterfeit money you
the horses for them to pick from, but they had succeeded in
gave out last night?"
catching a few wild steeds in the northern ;art of the State
"Yes; I reckon I'll take it," was the reply.
'· I am glad you have come to your senses. Look at the themselves.
"It's goin' to be a hot day ag'in," observed Cheyenne Charlie,
trouble you would have saved yourself if you had agreed to it
at once. Why, if you had accepted the bad dollars without as he wiped the perspiration from bis brow with a big bandana
saying anything I would have believed that you hardly knew handkerchief. "I can't say that I like ther climate of Texas
they were bad. But now I am quite certain that you are in a whole lot."
"It fs all right when you get used to it," replied Young
the habit of working bad money off on the unsuspecting ones.
Now, 'gentlemen, remain standing just as you are, and we will Wild West, as he started in to clean his rifle. "For my part, I
go on out and leave you. Come, boys!" and, picking up the rather like it here."
"If you cross the Rio Grande and travel a couple of hunarticles he had purchased, the dashing boy walked out of the
dred miles south into Mexico, you'll find it considerably
store as though nothing had happened.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart followed him, but not until warmer, I guess," spoke up Jim Dart.
"I reckon I'd like to ta.ke a little scout around across ther
they were sure that the men in the store did not intend to try
river before we go back," said Charlie. "I've seen lots of
::.nd stop them.
Once outside, the trio walked out to where three horses were greasers, but I've never been where they grow thick an' live
like a lot of bugs."
!litched, and, keeping their gaze on the store, they mounted.
"Oh! We must certainly take a trip to one of the Mexican
Xeither the storekeeper nor any of the men came out, so
Ute)( rode a way :-it a gallop toward the bank of the Rio Grande, villages before we go back to Weston," declared our hero.
!he waters of which could be seen glimmering in the sun a "I have never been in Mexico myself, and I would like to be
able to tell the folks at borne a little about it when we get
mllo r,way.
Young ·wild West and bis two partners had come to Texas to baclc."
While they were talking a horseman came in sight.
get hold of a herd of wild horses.
He was riding along the bank and was looking across as
'!'hey were looking for the best that could be found, and in
going from one place to another they bad finally landed at though trying to locate some place on the other side.
He reached the camp before he was aware of it, so intent
Eagle Pass.
Instead of putting up in the little town they pitched their was he in looking toward the opposite bank.
''.Hello!" he cried, reining in his horse, as he s_a w our three
camp on the back of the Rio Grande River, about two miles
friends. "I came near running over you, I guess. Excuse me,
from the military headquarters, which was then there.
Fort Duncan was the name of the place, and though it was won't you?"
"Certainly!" answered Young Wild West, as he sized up the
rather quaint and old-fashioned, it was a pretty strong fortifistranger, and came to the conclusion that he was a pretty decation, afte:- all.
The three famous scouts and Indian fighters had arrived at cent sort of a fellow, and very bright, withal.
"I just came from the fort, and was looking to see if I could
the bank of the river the night before, and after they had dec!ded to camp there, Cheyenne Charlie had come into the town catch a glimpse of a friend on the other side of the river,"
said the stranger. "I don't suppose you have noticed a boat
to get some supplies.
He had given the man at the store a hundred-dollar bill, cmoe across this morning."
"No. But we were away for half an hour, and there might
and had failed to notice that ten of the silver dollars he had
received in change were counterfeits till he got back to the have been a boat, or a dozen of them, on the river, for that
matter, while we were gone."
camp.
Young Wila_ West said it would be time enough in the morn-, "Did you all go away at one time?" and the man looked
ing to take them back, and he decided that he would go to the at the horses that were nibbling the grass nearby. "You didn't
place and make some purchases, and pay for them in the spu- leave the horses alone, did you?"
"Yes; we took that risk."
rious coin.
"It must have been business of importance that called you
And he had done so, though there was a little trouble about
all away at one time,"' and the stranger began rolling a cigadoing it.
'"l'hey was ther only bard dollars what ther feller giye me rette after the fashion of the Mexicans.
"Well, it was a little important," answered Wild, who took
in change, tber rest of it bein' in bills," said Charlie, as they
rode back. "I didn't want to take 'em, anyhow, as they make a notion to talk to him, though he was satisfied that the man
too much weight to carry around. But he said it was ther best was trying to find out something. "We got hold of some bad
he could do, so I took 'em, an' I never thought of lookin' at money last night, and we went to take it back this morning.
We didn't know but what there might be a row about it, and
'em to see whether they was good or not."
'·Well, the counterfeiters that made the dollars are pretty that is why we all went over."
"Ah!" and the man looked very much interested. "So you
good at tho business, for they were hard to tell from the genuine," retorted Wild. "They seem to be made of a combina- got hold of some bad money, eh? Where did you get it, if I
tiou of lead, silver and glass. They were brand new, too, so may ask? I want to be. on the lookout for it, you know."
"Over at the supply store in the town," replied Wild. "He
that makes me think that they are made somewhere around
gave Chatlie, here," and he nodded to the scout, "ten hard dolhere."
It was a clear November morning, and the Southern sun lars, and though they looked and felt like the real thing, to a
was about four hours high when the three got back to their certain extent, :we found they were bad. . I took them over
there a short time ago, and when I offered them to the storecamp.
They had left about a dozen fine-looking horses grazing on keeper for a purchase I had made, he refused to take them.
the luxuriant grass that grew along the river bank. and when But I soon brought him to his senses with the aid of my two
friends here, and though he had a whole crowd at his back,
they got back they found them just as they bad left them.
'l'he reason they all took the risk of leaving their ca,mp at ready to shoot us, he was glad enough to take the bad money
the same time was that they thought there might be trouble back."
The stranger looked surprised, and showed signs of admirawhe!l the counterfeit coins were handed back to the man who
gave them out, and when they were together they did not care tion on his countenance.
"Would you mind telling me who you are?" he asked, after
how much trouble there was, as they had a way of getting
a pause.
'
out of scrapes.
"My name is Young W1Id West. These are my chums and
You!lg Wild West was about the quickest young fellow with
partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart."
a revolver the \Yest had ever known.
"I am more than glad to meet you, gentlemen. My name
He was nicknamed the Champion Deadshot of the West,
and was also called the prince of the saddle, because his equal is Dick Baker. If you are going to remain on the Rio Grande
for a few days you will be apt to see more of me."
had ne-,cr been found in the riding and handling of a horse.
"Oh! We expect to remain here till we get what Texas horses
Ar his sor ·el stallion Spitfire had never been beaten in a
rw (' it will be seen that there was little chance for him to we want and ship them home. I am glad to get acquainted
be ·:· 11ght by the Indians or bad whil,e men he came in contact with you, for you strike me as being a fellow somewhat like
wi ·, ;n his extensive traveL· through the States and Territo- ourselves."
"I try to treat people right, anyhow, I must say. Well, I am
·
rie, of the boundless West.
Already Young Wild West had shipped a carload of wild going over to the town on a little business. If you should see
horses to Weston, Dakota, but he wa.'lted to get three or four a young fellow come across the river, just tell him that I
h.ave !;ODe to Eaele Pass, will you?"
more carloads.
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"Yes."
"Thank you! Good-morning!" and with that Dick Baker
rode off in the direction of the town.
"That fellow is around here for something more than pleasure or adventure, you can depend upon it," said Young Wild
West to his companions, as the horseman disappeared from
sight.

CHAPTER II.
THE DEN OJ<' TUE GOU, TERFEITERS.

. On the opposite side of the Rio Grande, about three miles
below the camp of Young Wild West and his partners, there
was n small village that nestled among the semi-tropical
trees that were nurtured by the waters of the river.
The village was populated with Mexicans, half-breeds and
a few whites, who seemed to enjoy living in filth and lazines:,.
In spite of the fact that it was a very pretty place to look
at from a distance-the rich foliage and many-hued flowers
that grew in profusion making it look like a small paradise-it was not a very inviting place when one got into it.
Small adobe buildings and thatched huts made up the
houses of the place, and dark-skinned babies and mongrel dogs
were as thick as bees about them.
Shortly before laylight on the morning upon which our story
opens, a middle-aged man, who was plainly a , native of the
Uni terl States, crossed the river in a small flat-bottomed boat
and landed on the shore about a hundred ya.rds from the collection of huts and adobe shanties.
Ile had been very cautious in making the trip across the
Rio Grande, and when he had moored his boat in a little creek
and stepped upon the soil of Mexico, he breathed a sigh of relief.
'"There,'" he muttered, "now let 'em come, if they want to!
It's mighty strange that they can't let a feller alone when he's
simply makin' a livin' by makin' money. Jt won't do to git
caught, though, an' I don't mean that tber government detectives shall git hold of me, either. I reckon ther business
.)1.as got to go right on, though we might have to stop circulatin' t.her coi n around h ere for a while. There ain't one out of
a thousand what kin tell ther stuff from good money, anyhow,
an' I can't understand how it is that they've got ther scent
that ther stuff is l.Jein' made around here. Well, when they
locate ther coiners they will have to be mighty smart, for there
never lived a sn1arter Mexican than Bernado Diaz! An' I
reckon that rm about as cute as any feller that ever pushed
ther 'queer' in ther States ! If I ain't, my name ain't Lige
Henderson, ther man what's wanted by ther sheriffs of six
counties."
Having delivered himself of these thoughts, the man walked
rapidly toward a square, one-storied building that was almost
in the center of the dirty village.
It was not quite daylight yet, and when a dozen or more
dogs came toward him, barking as though they intended to
make a breakfast of him, Lige Henderson, as he called himself, uttered a string of oaths, and picking up a stick hurled it
among them, sending them scattering in every direction.
"If it wasn't for ther children I reckon I'd drop some pisened
meat around here some night," he exclaimed, under his breath.
'·Ther greasers are wuss than ther Digger Injuns fur dogs. A
dog is a nuisance, that's what it is!"
The barking of the curs did not seem to disturb the slumber of the villagers in the least.
It is probable that they were so used to hearing the barking
and snarling that they no longer paid attention to it.
With rapid strides the man kept on till he reached the building he was heading for.
He did not attempt to gain an entnince by the front door, but
walk1od around to the back.
Pausing beneath a palm tree, he gave a low whistle.
"Is that you, Senor Henderson?" said a voice, in broken
English.
"Yes; it's me,'' was the rejoinder.
"All right, senor; me see you, then you go in."
Henderson stepped forward, and a swarthy-faced Mexican
lazily got out of a hammock.
Ile yawned a couple of times, and then peered into the face
of the visitor.
·· AU right,•· he said, with a nod. "Senor, go in."
"I rath<'r reckon I kin go in," was the retort.
He walked to a door at the back or the house, and producing
a bunch of kPYS from his pocket, fitted one to the lock and
opened the door.
A rush of hot air greeted him, but he did not seem to mind
iL and letting the door go shut, he struck a match.
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An oil lamp was on a table near at hand, and he stepped
over and lighted it before the match died out.
He was in an oblong room, the flooring o! which was nothing
more than the hard-packed earth the house had been built
up on .
One side of the room was nothing more than an ordinary
kitchen, and a rather dirty one, at that, and the other looked
like a shop of some sort.
Almost in front of the door was a forge, with bellows and
funnel, and near it was a big smelting ·pot and crucibles.
Numerous jars and small leather sacks were about the apartment, and in a corner were a pile of metal chunks.
To the left, at the farthermost encl, was a work-bench, on
which were a number of tools, dies and queer-looking devices, such as are not usually found in an ordinary workshop.
The fact of the matter was that Lige Henderson had entered
a fully equipped counterfeiters' den, where spurious coins were
made in imitation of United States silver money.
There was a fire in the furnace uncler the pot, and that was
what !)lade the drau ght of hot air when he entered the place.
Henderson had not much more than lightetl a lamp when
a woman appeared in a doorway that opened into the apartment.
"So it is you, senor," she said, with something that might
have passed for a smile of welcome. "I am glad you have
come."
Though a Mexican, she spoke fairly good English.
But on that s ide of the Rio Grande English was spoken
almost as much as it was on the other.
"Where's ther old man, Loretta?" the v~sitor asked.
"Asleep, senor."
"Well, you'd better wake him up. I've got bad news for
him."
"Bad news, Senor Henderson! What is the matter?"
"There's two men from ther United States Government on
our track."
The swarthy face of the WOl.llan turned a sickly yellow .
"They are on our track, you say. They do not know where
we are."
"No. They are simply keepin' a sharp watch on ther river,
which goes to show that they think tiler coins is made on this
side."
"Oh! ,. and the woman 1:)reathed a sigh of relief. "Then they
won't find us. They dare not come over here and make a
Eear ch. "
·' But they might git ther authorities over here intereste<l
in it. It are more'n likely that ther head of ther United States
Government has notified ther officials here of what is goin' on,
Ther fust thing we know a whole gang of Mexican soldiers will
be down here rp.akin' a search."
"Let the soldiers com,e ! I will fix them! "
"You think you kin, hey, Loretta?"
"Yes; I know I can, senor."
"All right, then. You are a putty smart woman, anyway."
"It takes people who are smart to run this busi ness. Bernado Diaz is a prince at the art of making counterfeit money,
and I, his wife, help him all I can."
"An' I circulate ther stuff in ther States for half profits,"
chuckled Henderson. "I must be putty smart, too, hey, Loretta'/"
"The senor is no fool."
·• I re ckon I ain't, Loretta. How about a cu p of good strong
coffee? It's gittin' daylight, I see, an' that makes me thinl,
about breakfast. A little fruit an' some hominy cakes an'
some fried eggs won't go bad with the coffee, e.i ther. How
about it, Loretta?" '
"Senor Henderson shall have what he wants as soon as I
can get it ready," was the reply. "He can come in the sittingroom and lie down till the breakfast is ready. Then he can
eat with Bernado."
"All right!" and with that the rascal followed her into the
adjoining room, and prepared to take it easy till the meal was
ready.
The woman closed the door, and then went at work to get
the breakfast ready.
Henderson hacl not slept any all night, and being tired out,
he fell into a sound slumber.
It was broad daylight when he awoke from being sh:iken
rather roughly by the shoulder, and, looking up, he saw tho
woman's husband standing over him.
"Come, Lige Henderson, get up! The breakfast is ready!"
exclaimed the Mexican, with just the tinge of the accent of bis
!'ace. "Loretta tells me you have brought some bad ·news."
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"Well, it ain't good news, anyway-at least, I don't think the attempt. I never yet saw the horse I couldn't ride. Put up
your hundred that you are doing so much shouting about.
At this the crowd broke into a roar of delight.
"No; it is not good news. But we can laugh at them, r
They wanted to see the fun, and the broken bones that might
guess. If they bother us too much we must--" and he drew
result from the trail they gave no thought to.
his finger across his throat significantly.
Wild was now the center of attraction, and as he counted
"That's ther only way," said Henderson, as he got up with
a yawn and proceeded to straighten out his ruffled attire. out fifty dollars in his easy-going way, there were those who
"Ther Secret Service men from ther States must die if they saw him who had the least bit of an idea that he knew ex.
actly what he was d.o ing.
come too close."
The prince of the saddle was just itching for somethmg of
The two sat down to a good breakfast a few minutes later,
the kind, and he was perfectly confident that he could ride the
Henderson eating with the appetite of a famished wolf.
·
After the meal they went into the room where the forge and vicious broncho.
"We will put up the money in the hands of the saloo~tools were, where two swarthy Mexicans were at work.
Then Henderson sat down and watched them as they keeper," he said. "I am a stranger here, but I guess he will
be good enough to hold the stakes."
molded out the spurious coins.
"I reckon he will, youngster," and the man broke i,nto a
It was a pleasing sight to him.
hearty laugh. "Jest clap your eyes on your money, c3:use
it will soon be in my pocket. There ain't ther man what hves
who kin ride that critter, an' I know what I'm talkin' about."
CHAPTER III.
"Well, I am only a boy, but I'll try to ride him."
A COMPACT IS MADE.
Then, as the money was placed in the hands of the landYoung Wild West and his two friends were expecting the lord, Wild started for the broncho.
arrival of a man with a fresh batch of horses to pick from.
Two men were holding the vicious creatlll·e, and they had all
He had agreed to show up not later 'than noon that day, they could do to keep him from getting away.
and when that time came and there were no signs of him,
Wild walked up to the horse and took hold of the pommel of
our hero began to grow restless.
the saddle.
He was not one of the sort to lie around in idleness.
Then as quick as a flash he threw himself astride of the
All his life he had been on the go, and if there was nothing broncho.
exciting going on where he was staying he was bound to go
"Let go!" he called out to the two men, and they immeto some other place and hunt it up.
diately did so.
When two o'clock arrived and the horse dealer had not
The crowd fell back in a hurry.
showed up, Wild turned to his partners and said:
They did not want to be knocked down by the enraged ani"Boys, I guess I will take a ride over to the town. You mal.
can stay here and look after things. I am interested in the
But Young Wild West did not mean to let him knock any
man who was here this morning, and I would like to meet one down.
him and have a talk with him."
At first the animal stood stock still.
Of course both Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart would have
Then he began to buck and jump from one side to the other.
liked to accompany him, but they were not the ones to sugBut Wild simply smiled and held a tight rein.
gest it after he said he was going and did not ask either of
·' A hundred dollars even that the boy rides the horse!" cried·
them to go along.
a voice in the crowd, which Wild was sure he had heard be"Look out for the storekeeper, Wild," said Jim, as Wild sad- fore.
·
dled his horse preparatory to leaving.
''I'll go yer!" answered the man who owned the broncho.
"Oh! I'll keep my eyes open. I won't go in his place," was
It was a regular circus performance that the broncho was
the reply.
giving now.
A couple of minutes later Young Wild West sprang into the
He snorted and ki cked, bucked and attempted to roll, but
saddle and rode off.
each time he found that he had a master.
It was only a short distance to the town, and he soon rode
It was not the worst wild horse our hero had tackled, as he
up the main street.
soon found out, and the confident smile did not leave his
He had not gone far when he heard the sounds of shouting face.
and merriment.
Every now and then the broncho would pause as though he
On the corner, not far ahead of him, a crowd was gathered, was trying to think of some new scheme to throw the rid er,
and from the center of the crowd a cloud of dust was rising. and when he did this Wild would promptly urge him into
"Hello!" he exclaimed. ."Here is some excitement. I guess action again.
I will see what is going on."
For about two minutes the fun kept up, and the face of the
He urged his horse to a faster gain, and soon found out red-shirted man gradually lengthened, while the crowd yelled
what was taking place.
with delight.
The sandy street was pretty wide at that point, and he was
"Can you see that hundred fading away, old man?" Wild
just in time to see a cowboy lasso a vicious-looking mustang. calJed out as the broncho stood stock-still for a second.
As he brought his horse to a halt he observed four men car"You ain't through yet, " was the retort. "You've got to ride
rying a man into a saloon.
him two hundred yards to win ther money."
The man was covered with dust and was bleeding.
"You said a hundred yards, but we will make it three, if you
The fellow had been trying to ride the broncho, and had got want to. Clear the track, there! I am going to let him show
the worst of it.
how fast he can go! "
Wild came to that conclusion immediately.
The crowd in the middle of the street got back in a hurry,
"That's victim number two!" bawled out a big man in a and then Young Wild West gave the broncho a smart slap on
flaming red shirt. "I say that ther man ain't alive what kin the flank and gave a slight jerk on the bridle-rein.
ride that critter a hundred yards. I'll bet a hundred to fifty
The effect was alJ that could be desired by him, for off went
on it!"
the vicious lit.tie horse like a rocket.
Wild looked at the trembling broncho, and then at the man
He made no effort to throw his rider now, but seemed to be
In the red shirt.
.
anxious to show his heels.
At that moment the man caught his eye.
Down the street Wild let him g9 for three or four hundred
"Hello!" he exclaimed. "Here·s a dandy-lookin' young feller yards.
in a new buckskin suit. It ain't possible that h e wants to git
He was now master of the beast, and he knew it.
mussed up!"
The only trouble now was to turn him, but he ·had turned
.
Our hero said nothing, but, dismounting, tied his horse to a worse ones.
"Whoa, boy!" he calJed out, soothingly, patting the foampost.
"Do you want to win my hundred?" went on the man in the covered neck. "Whoa! Take it easy, now. That's it! Come
around nicely, now!"
red shirt, walking up to him.
The turn was made without the least trouble, and then back
"What makes you think I want to win your hundred?" asked
to the starting point he went on a gallop.
Wild, coolly.
As easily as though the broncho bad been used to it, Wild
The crowd at once became silent.
"I don't know, but It sorter struck me that you did when brought him to a halt.
"How about it?'' he asked, turni:!g to the crowd . "Do I win
I seen you ridin' up," was the reply.
"Well, sinc·e you think I can't ride the horse, I will make the money?''
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"Yes-yes!" came from a hundred throats.
When they saw that Wild was with the horses they were
"I reckon you win, all right, young fe ller," said the man pleased, since they ·would have made no selections from the
in tlle red shirt. "I guess you are a wonder, too! You beat herd in his absence.
anJ·tl!ing I ever seen!"
The horses "·ere ::;oon lined up on the grass plot on the
Wild clismount(')d and tied the tamed horse to a post.
bank of the ri,er, and after a litt'le talk Wild and his two
Then he walked up to his own horse and patted him on the partners began looking them over,
nose.
It did not take them long to pick out enough to make up
The intelligent animal responded by a whinny.
the cnrloacl they had l1een waiting to get. and then after a
"You arc the only llori-e, after all, Spitfire," he said.
price had been ngreed upon Young Wild West paid for them
"Come inside an' git your money, young feller!" bawled with a draught ou the bank at El Paso.
out the stakeholder.
As the horses were all in the best of condition, be got the
"All tight!" was the reply.
herders to clri,e them over to the railroad depot, where the
"And I guess I'll go in and get mine, too," said a voice at car was waiting for him,
the boy's elbow.
That night the carload of horses started on their journey
Turning. Wild saw the speaker was no other than Dick to the north.
Baker. the man who had stopped at their camp a few minAt dusk Young Wild West concluded to break up camp for
utes that morning.
a while, and stop at a hotel in Eagle Pass.
"So it was you who bet on me, then'/" he asked.
Just as they bad decided to do this Dick Baker rode up
"Yes; the minute I saw you on the back of the broncbo and dismounted.
I 1'elt certain that you were going to ride him. But when
"'\Vhat are you doing, boys?'' he asked, in surprise. "Going
I saw the smile of confidence on your face I was sure of it. to leave?"
Young ·wild West, I congratulate you."
"No," answered our hero. "We have gotten rid of that lot of
"Thank you, Mr. Baker."
horses, so we thought we woulcl go and put up at a hotel for
"You woulcl please me better if you would call me Dick."
a while."
"All right. Dick," retorted the prince of the saddle with a
"I am sony to hear that."
laugh. "Just ca ll me Wild, then. That is what everybody I
"Sorry to hear it! Why?"
am acquainted with calls me."
·
"Well, I was going to ask you to let me put up here with
'!.'he two pushed their way through the crowd and got in- you."
side the saloon.
"I'b just as lief stay here as to go to a hotel," spoke up
Cheyenne Charlie.
'!.'he proprietor banded Wild a hundred and fifty dollars,
"So wonlcl I,,, chimed in Dart.
and Baker two hundred.
·
The man in the reel shirt was there drinking, and he looked
"Well, 1 can't say th at 1 like to live in a hotel a greaf
rather crestfallen when the money was passed over.
deal." Wild admitted. "Dick, if we can do you a favor by
"Say!" said he, stepping up. "Where do you hail from, st aying here we will do it."
youn"' fell er?"
"'\Yell, I am going to tell you fellows something that I have
· "~om the Einck Hills, in Dakota."
·told none but rile people who are employing me"; and be low-'
"You do, hey?" and he gave a slight start. "What might ered his voice almost to a whisper. "I am hunting out a
your name be?"
gang of counterfeiters, who, I think. are located on the other
"Young Wild West."
side of the river. You fellows would be just tbe ones to give
"'\Vhat!"
me a lif t, and ,,if we succeed in catching them, I'll g-ive you
"That's right.,,
half the teward, which is a big one, I tell you. I took a
"An' you are Young Wild West?"
liking to you all the first time I saw you, and that is why J.
"'l.'hat is just as sure as you are standing there, my ~riend.,, am telling you this. My idea is for us to camp llere and make
"Well, blame it all! if you ain't tber feller I've got a herd frequent trips across the river until we locate the den of the
of horses to show!"
coiners. Of course we can't take any one over there. but as
"Then yom name must be Lem Pickard.,,
soon as the ,d en is located the Mexican officials will be notl" Tba t's jest .viiat it is. Put her there, Mr. West. 1 ain't fled, _and th~n the 1~lncc
lJe cleaned out and !he dies and .
got notbin' ag'in yer ror winnin' my money but if 1 had other a ppm tenances clestto) ed. If you could thmk of some
.
.
•h
Id 't a O b t v '
ld 't ·ide way to 1Tar, the coh1ers, so we could get hold of them on th1s
kno~\~~- ~
~ou was 1 wou n n v - e · ou cou n r · - side of the river, we would soon wind up tbe businc~s. \Vhat
0 1
th~~
.
.
do you say to joining in witb me?"
, c o.
:r11at s becaus_e you don t ~ct on the old-time . advice of
" 1 for one sav tlptt l will <lo it!" 'XCI · a w·1c1 "vV
'Be sure !ou're nght. then go ahead,' " spo~;:e up Dick Baker. are going to ~tay· on the Hio Grande l'o~· a ~~~-e clays'. a;1yhow~
/t'e.m J71ckard showed that he was not such a bad fellow and we might as well k_ccp doing something while w·e are.
a er n .
aitlng "
"I got here a litt)e afore twelve:" sai'd he: "But I thought w "You· kin count 011 me every time!" cl h. d
I'd ::;top here an' hquor up an' git somethm' to eat afore I Oharli .
ec 're Cheyenne
brought tiler horses over. I heard at ther supply store over
"A 11 ~ m too"' sa 'd J ·m
there thnt you wns camped on tber river bank. Now, when
Th come, ct ~va's ~ettl~d· i short ·d
you're rearly, I'll take ther horses over."
e
pa ·
··
n
or er.
"Very well, I am ready now."
"Ther horses are in the yard. I'll let my men git them
CHAPTER IV.
reacly to move."
WILD ASTONISIIES THE MEXICANS.
Five rulnutes later Wild, Lem Pickard and Dick Baker,
It was about eight o'clock in the evening when Dick Baker
who said he was going over to see the horses picked out just
for the curiosity of it, were riding at the head of sixty wild came to the camp on the river bank with a few of his behorses that were being led and driven by a dozen hardy plains- longings, and formally installed himself as one of the members of ·the party.
men.
The young man appeared to be worried over something,
Among the lot was the broncho Wild had ridd en.
He went along very quiet!~· after the handling he had re- and noticing it. '\Vild asked him what the trouble was.
rei,ed, uncl our hero decideu that he would be one of those
"Well, I " ·ill tell you," was the reply. "My partner. a
young fellow named Reilly. went across the river early this
he selected.
The horses he caught and bought were being shipped to morning, and be has not showed up yet. It was be wllom
· '\Vesto11, where Dove-Elye Dave, the pioneer resident of the I refened to when I asked you if you had seen a boat eross
fow11, received them and sold them at a handsome profit, the river. I fear that he has got among the counterfeiters
and been killed."
after tl,ev had been broken to the saddle.
"Why cnn't we 150 over and hunt him up?'' askecl onr hero,
Young \Viid West and his two p:utners, of course, realized
f;ome of the profit, but If they bad merely cleared their ex- in bis ruatter-of-fact way.
"I wanted to ask you to go with me, but besitatca a1Jout
pt>nses they would have been satisfied, since they had a wellJm~·inµ; mining business in Weston.
it."
"You shouldn't hesitate, Dick Baker-not after I have
A reckless life In the Wild West was what they liked, and
given you my word to help you trap these counterfeiters . )Iy
they courteu hairbreadth escapes.
'l'he camp on the bank or the Rio Grande was soon reached. feet are just itching to tread on Mexican soil, ancl ,vc can't
Clleye1rne Chari ie nnc1 Jiw Dart beard the horses coming·, zet ncross the Rio Gnni•Jc too qujckly to plea!:'c me. How ,.l'o
..\·e goiug tu c ross?"
lll.lcl t.lley were stanuiug ready to llleet them.
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"I have a boat up here a ways."
! "Sec>n any ~trangers from across the river over here lately?"
"vVrll. we will go over, then. I gness the people over therel 11skerl Baker, in an offhancl way.
won't bother us. so long as ,ve mind ou r own bnsiness."
"Ye8; there was a feller herP yesterday mornin'," was the
"Xo: t)iey won't bother n_s, unless they know we are look- rPply. "Ile wa about your size. I rerkon. He had a couple
1of drinks of wine in here. an' then ,vent out. I ain't seen
inl,'; for the counterfeiters."
"They are not all counterfeiters over there, I hope?"
him i-inre."
"Oh, no. It may be that 'the place where the spurious
"Ile didn't say what his name was, did he?"
coins are made is not there, at all. There was nothing definite
"Yes; come to think of it. he did. It was a funny name,
in the information received by the government people. All too. I think he said it was ·wright."
we know is that the entire southern part of 'I'exas ls being
Baker nodded.
fl ooded by counterfeit sil>'er coins. 'I'hat man who runs the
"\,Veil, if his name was ,vright, I hope he didn't go wrong,"
suppl,1· stor e knows sometlling about it, and he is being he remarked.
,vntched ."
•
"If he stuck to ther company he was in he was liable to
"It struck me right away that he was connected with the go wrong." was the quick reply. "He was with two of about
coiners when I heard you say there was such a place around ther toughest natives we've got around here. I never like to
herr."
SC'C 'em come in this place."
Charlie and Jim agreed to stay in the camp, but Wild told
Baker did not act as though be wanted to linger in the
thrm that if he did not show up by dayllght In the morning place long after hearing this, so Wlld made the suggestion
they were to come and look for him.
that they go out.
"l won't say stay here till I come back," he said. "You
As soon as they were outside Baker said:
are to use your own judgment, the same as you always do
"I am afraid something has lrnppened to Reilly. He had
when I am u way."
a weakneRs for strong drink, and it may be that he has been
"All right." they replied.
led off aud killed."
Young Wild West followed Dick Baker along the ri ver
"A man on such a mission as he was shouldn't drink," anbauk for about a quarter of a mile.
swered our hero. "If he was uufortunatc enough to take too
'I'hcn they suddenly came upon a little creek that was much wine, ancl was in the company of two bad characters, as
prrtty wi>ll hidclen by overhanging vines and shrubbery,
the fellow in the saloon just told us, it is quite likely some'l'he lights at Fort Duncan could be seen a mile away, and thing has happened to him."
•Wild guessed the boat they were going to take belonged
'l'he two then took a walk the whole length of the little
th,,re.
village, and, coming back on the other side of the street,
Baker soon found the boat, and pulled It out into the stopped In the rival cafe.
strenm.
It so llap1wned thnt Lige IIenderson and Bernn.do Dinz,
"Get in ," he said, as he held the bow close to the bank. the counterfeiters, wern in the place at the time, and when
Our her o did so.
th ey aw tile two strange Americans enter they were on the
Then Baker followed and, picking up the paddles, sent the a lert.
·
litt le craft scurrying across the river.
Our frjends bought a couple of cigars, and after sizing up
It did not take long to get there, and Baker must have the half a dozen men In the room, came to the conclusion that
:been there before, for he seemed to know just where to land. it was a very tough place.
Pulling the boat beneath some trailing reeds, they stepped
'!.'he men were conversing_ mostly in the Engl!sl1 languag-e,
upon thf' solid ground. and made their way for a strip of so our h~ro and hi s companion rl_roppecl into cbmrs a~ a ta~le
woodland that could be seen by aid of the starlight ahead of near a wmdow and prepa~·e<l to _llsten to wlrn t wa~ l_'Pmg siud ,
them.
under the pretext of talang thmgs easy for a wlule.
""'e will go to the village of Tulucoa," said Dick Baker.
They ordered a couple of sot't drinks, and then settled back
"It is only a short distanc-e the other side of the woods there I in the lazy fashion so common to people of that country.
-in fact, it ls built right in the woods."
They ha<l not been sitting there more than ten minutes when
"I guess we noticed it yesterday when we were looking for Lige Ilenderson saunterecl oyer and sat down at the same
a plac-e to c·a mp," answered Wild. "It is not a very big tabl .
lph\<'l', I guess."
"Hello , p,ll'ds!" he exclaimed familiarly. ""·here did yer
"No; it is only a small place, and about as dirty a village come from?"
as I was ever In."
"Across the river," answered Wild.
"Inhabited by the poorer classes, I suppose .."
"Eagle Pase?"
"Yes. 'l'he men seldom do anything but go fishing. The
"Yes."
women plant vegetables and the like, and d·o the laborious
"Live O\'er there?"
work. I believe there is some sort of a pottery there In
"Ko, I live in Weston, Dakota."
which a few of both sexes are employed. There are a few
"'Weston, Dakoty, hey?•· and the c-ounterfeit<'J' looke(l su r.Aroericawa: living here, too, but they don't seem to be an)' prised. "What might yer be c1oin' around h<re, if' I mi~llt
bettc· r thnn the lazy greasers. " ·
ask yer?"
"'\Ye will have a chance to see the village by lamplight."
"You are a little inqbisitive, I must i:;ay, '' retorted Yonu.~
"Don't be too sure of that. Very few of the houses burn Wild \,Vest, coolly. "But since you !Jave a:-ked the q;:eHtion
light:<. It is only the stores and the cafes that have lights, I will tell you. I have beC'n 'lrnyini, up i.J orse~ on the othN
us a rule."
sido of the river and shipping tll<'m to the Blac·k Hills."
""'ell. I will soon see for myself." said Wild, who 'was
"Oh! An' you, young man, what are you <loin' around
much in teresterl in what his companion told him.
here?"
lt <lid not take them more than five minutes to reach the
"I came on the same errand as my partner," r~plied Dick
'outskirts of the >'illage. and then when the clogs began to Baker, thinking It best to humor the man and answer his
bark at them, our hero made up his mind that it was not the question,;.
pleasantest place he had ever been In.
"Hum!" exclaimed the villain. "Here, you . .Tose! .Test
"They are harmless," said Baker, nnd picking up a stone bring us some drinks over here. Come O\·er, Dinz. nud let
me iutrodi1ee you to a couple of my eouutry1mm."
he let it go at the dogs, and they scattered right and left.
'!.'here was (I bout only one street to the village, and on this
Tile Mexican coiner 11rornptly enmp over nnd .·at clown.
wer two cafes almost opposite each other.
"This is n fri end of mine." said Henderson. "What are
Both were run by Americans, too, and when "'ild and you going to dr ink, boys?"
Baker walked into one of them a minute or two later they
"I clon't care for anything just now," renliert Wild.
were greete rl warmly by a grizzlpd man behind the bar.
"You don't care fur anything, hey?" and Hi>nclersou low'' Olad to see you, boys," Raid he. ".Jest come over from ered his Rhag-gy brows.
ther other side, I s'pose? V,ell, here's whe re you kin git
"No; I ju t had a drink."
ther best liquors in town. vRhat will It he?"
":\Iaybe l don't snit yer, an' yer don't want to drink with
Hak0r was strictly temperate, the same as Wild, so they roe?''
each bought a black cigar, which they did not light just
"No; that is not it. I never drink anything strong, and
thC'n.
there Is no use in filling up on lime-juice n11cl watE'r. •·
A i\lexican cigar is not just the thing for one to smoke if ."You never drink anything strong?"
he ,Y ::nts to lrnep watchful.
"No.''
lt is mor<' apt to induce a lazy feeling and sleep.
"An' yet you're dreflse<1 llke a fell er what's seen life on
Our hero knew this.
ther prairies an' mountains."
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"I am dre~se<l the way thnt suits me."
"I R'pose :rou are. !mt don't git sassy about it."
"I never g-et 1hat way."
":\faylle yon think you don't, but I think you are putty
. soon, fnr n hoy.''
":-;ee hrre !'" exr·laimrd Young vVilf1 ,ve~t. Rtraigbtening np
in hi.~ clmk. ""'llat did you come arnl sit to this table for?"
"I come over here ber·nuse I felt like It," was the quick rejoincler.
"Yes; I suppose you did come llecause you felt like It. You
thought. as we were a couple of strangers, you would come
over here and start a row. Xow, I want to ask you a ques. tion."
"Go ahead an' :rnk it, youngster," and the villain ~ppeared
to be much amused.
". re you looking for a. row with me?"
Henderson's jaw dropped.
Ile had not exp('<:tecl to be aRkerl that question.
Ile was surpriRed nt what he called the audacity of the
boy.
"See here, sonny!" he exclaimed, fiercly. "Do you know
what you're talkin' about?"
"Oh, yes."
"\Vell. fur two cents I'd slap you in ther mouth an' learn
yer n little manners."
"I am sorry I ba ven't any money of such a small denomination. for if I had I would surely give you two cents."
Young Wild WeRt was just getting in the humor to give
the man what he was looking for.
But he was not going to be the aggressor.
"I gueKs we bad better be going," spoke up Diel, Baker,
who did not relish the idea of getting into a fight in the
place.
"I am ready if this man is through," answered Wild, rising
to his feet.
""'ell, I ain·t throngh!" cried Henderson, and, springing to
his fert, he marle a grab for the boy.
Just "·hat he intended to do if be got bold of him would
be hnrd to tell.
He dicl not get hold of him, however-not within a foot
of it, for Young "'ild West was on his guard, and he very
easily . lepped out of the way.
Then he did Komething that not only astounded Henderson. but e,·rry oue else in the room, including Dick Baker.
He hit the quarrelsome rascal a blow on the chest that
sent him sprawling over a chair!
The first one to recover from his astonishment was the
Mexican coiner, Bernado Diaz.
The swarthy-faC'ed scoundrel drew an ugly-looking knife
and faC'ecl the dn~hing young prince of the sa(ldle.
Ile was ahout to Rpring upon him when he was baited by
the muzzle of a revolver.
So quickly had ·wnd drawn the weapon that no one in the
barroom could imagine how he had done it.•
"Gentlemen," said the · boy, i:;peaking as calmly as though
he was addressing a friendly audience, "we came in here to
sit down and rest a while. and we ,vere attending strictly
to our own business. Some of you seem to want to make it
unpleasant for us, so I warn you before you go any further
that unless you behave yourselves ancl let us leave the place
in a peaceful way, some one will be apt to need the services
of an uIJdertaker right away!''
Henderson got up at this moment, and, drawing a shooter
from bi hip pocket, was in the act of firing ~t 'Wild when-Crack!
It was our hero's revolver that spoke, and the villain's
shooter dropped to the earthen floor with a thud, his arm
dangling at his side.
It b11,cl been a remarkably quick shot, for Wild had turned
the mu:r.zle of the weapon from Diaz to Henderson like a
flash.
Di<.:k Baker had now drawn a revolver, seeing that they
were in for it.
.A.nd he was not the man to quit In the time of clanger,
either.
But he had hoped to get out of the place without having
any trouble, as he felt that his chances of finding Reilly
were now pretty slim.
They would have to get away from the village and get
upon the other side of the Rio Grande as soon as possible.
"Gentleml'n." said our hero, in the same cool tone, "the
next time I fire some one will die! Are you satisfied, or
shall I begin to show you how straight I can shoot?"
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"Go on out!" exclaimed the man behind the bar. "I don't
1Yant an~· mnre shootin' in here. Go out, please!"
"I will go, 1Jut before I do I want every man in here to
holrl np hi,; hands! No,v, then, hanrls np, everybody!"
Bniry hand but oue went up .
'!'hat. one wns the right hann of Ilend<'.l's·on.
He coulcl not lift it beransc llis arm bad heen broken by
I:
the bullet from Vi'ild's revol,er.
"Now. then, please keep your hands t bat way till we get,
out. 'l'hen, if you feel like it, you can come out and start
in to ~hoot. ,ve will see who will get the worst of it!''
Our two friends 110"11· walked out of the door, keepiIJg a
sbnt'p watch on the men as they did so .
They rl'achrd the center of the dirty street, and startetl in
the direction of their boat.
Xot one of the villains showed themselves outside the door,
and they were soon well away from the place.
"You beat anything I ever saw, ''hid!" said Baker. "I'd
give a grPat deal if I had your nerve."
'"l'hat'R n othing,·· was the reply. "Those fellows are harmless if you can only keep them in front of you."
"I know that, but you have a way of making them stay in
front of you. or anywhere you want them to stay, it seems."
CHAPTER V.
"YOUR IIEAR'l' SHALL BE PIERCED BY A RED·HO'l' IRON."

Lige Hrnclerson was almost wild with rage and the pain
from his wounded arm when Young ,vnc1 West and Dick
Baker went out of the saloon.
Ile strode up and clown the room, uttering a string of oaths
that were fearful in the extreme.
P.ut BHnado Diaz bad calmed down wonclerfullv.
Taking his friend and partner in the coining ·busilless by
the arm, he whispered:
"Come! We must get out at the back way and send Padillo
after the two Americans. They are spies upon us, I am
sure."
These words had a great effect on Henderson.
He allowed himself to be led through the back door of the
pince, and then the two hastened to the house of the counterfeiters.
Padillo was the man Tl"ho guarded the place, and he was
lying in a hammock when the two hurried up to the rear entrance of the den.
Dia:r. spoke a few hurried words in Mexican to the man,
and then his laziness vanished instantly, and be was off like
a flash.
Padillo was a very Fneaky sort of a fellow .
v\'hat he could not do at following a person and prying into
other people's business without their knowledge, no one could..
He hit upon the trail of Wild and Baker right away, and
lrneping a rnfe distance behind them, sneaked along from tree
to tree till they reached the bank .of the river.
Then he suddenly saw one of them stumble and fall over
something that was lying on the ground.
It was Baker who did this, and as he did so a cry escaped
his lips.
"It's the llorly of a man, Wild!" be cried. excitedly, and
when the :\Iexican heard this he chuckled with glee.
"The body of a man!" echoed Young Wild West. ""'\'i'by, it
was not here when we came."
""'e did not walk along here; we were further from the
l'iver hank ."
"Oh!"

"Do yon know one thing?" sutd Baker. "It strikes me that
the body of--"
It

,~L~Wi~i~;

"Yes."
"'Vell, I would not be surprised, for here is a boat hidden
among the reeds. It is not our boat, of that I am sure."
Baker·s hands trembled slightly as he lighted a match and
placed it close to the object lying on the ground.
"It is Reillr!" he cried. '"l'he poor fellow was stabbed in
the back."
"That is too bad," said our hero, sympathetically. "I suppose t11e conntel'feiters clid this."
"'l'hey certainly clicl. It is too bad, for he was a good fellow. I shall try and avenge his death. Wild."
"I don't blame .you for feeling that way, Dick. "'\'i'ell, I
snppose we had better take the body of your friend across
·
the riYer. so we can barn it l>uriecl on American soil."
"Yes; that's all we can do, just now."
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Padillo chuckled fiendishly as be saw them lift the body
and pince it in the boat.
"If they only knew that the one who killed him was so
nen l' to them!" he thought.
Then be shrugged bis shoulders as it came to him that be
would not be long for this world if they did know.
The Mexican spy stayed there till our friends got their own
bo~ and str1rted across the river, towing the one containing
the body behind them.
Then he sneaked back for the den.
When he got back to the den be found Diaz and bis wife
and Henderson in the front room of the house
Loi·etta had just succeeded in extracting the bullet from
the American's wounded arm, and was binding it up with
splints.
She was somewhat of a surgeon, and this was fortunate
for the villain, for there was not a physician in th e village.
"vVell, hon· did you make out, Padillo?" Diaz asked, in
the language he best knew and understood.
"Fine!" answered the spy.
"Tnlk so I kin understand yer," spoke up Henderson.
"Well," said the Mexican, in English, "I found the two
and fo llowed tbem."
"What did you learn?" questioned Diaz, leaning over and
eagerly listening.
"'.!.'bat they came over here to find out something , about
us."
"Vi' ha t!" cried Henderson.
"That's right, senor."
"I thought so," nodded Diaz.
Then Padillo told all be had seen and heard.
"It would have been a good idea if you had sent 'em both
to ther bottom of ther river with a couple of bullets!" growled
Henderson.
"I know that, senor. but suppose I had missed-what then?"
"Well, you'd died, I guess- if that young feller what shot
me in ther arm got a bead on yer, yer would, I'm sartin."
"That is just what I thought, senor, and tha.t is why I did
not shoot at them."
"I wish I'd went along," and Henderson shook his head as
though tnings might have been different in that case.
"You could not have gone along. senor. You could not follow them without their knowing it, unless you kept so far
behind them that they would have been in their boat and
away before you got to them and learned anything."
"Then I would have shot them from behind."
"And if you had done that you would not have learned
that they were looking for the counterfeiters," and Padillo
laughed softly.
"It Is well as it is," spoke up Beruado Diaz. "The American who came over early this morning came near finding
just where we're locat(ld, but he died before he was able to
lmpnrt his knowledge to bis frienrls."
"And I was the man who made hlm die!" exclaimed Padillo, drawing his form up proudly.
"Now, two more come over to find the first one and learn
what they can about us," went on Diaz, not noticing the
~py's renrnrk at all. "If they once find where we are making
the coins. and they get across the river with the knowledge,
it will make it bad for us."
"I reckon it woulr!." and Henderson shrugged bis shoulders to emphasize his feelings.
"Well.'' spoke up Loretta, "they have learned nothing, so
far, so we need not fear. "
"Yes: they have learned something," said Padillo, as he
deftly rollecl a cigarette and placed it in his mouth.
"Vi'hat have they learned?" demanded Henderson, an expression of nlarm on his face.
"Thnt their companion who came over this morning is
dead," \\"OR the cool rejoinder. ,
"See herP ! ·· exclaimed Henderson, in a tone of disgust. "It
is bacl enough to stab a man in ther back, let alone keepin'
braggiu' about it all ther time. Why don't yer let that part
of it drop? You ought to !~now that you'll lle strung up if
it l,; fomul out that you clone it. "
"(~o <,n ou to yonr post, Padillo," said Diaz. "Keep your
cars open the whole night through, for it may be that more
Americnns will cross the river to-night. We have work that
must lle begun at daylight to-morrow, and we must not be
disturbed."
"How much do you intend to turn out. to-morrow?" asked
the rascally American.
"l<'ive thousand dollars in dollars and halves," was the reply.

"An' how are we goln' tp dispose of It?"
"That remains with you, Senor Henderson. It is your
llusiness to get rid of the coins."
"But it wlll be a little risky just now to take much of
ther stuff across ther river."
"It Is all risky, senor," put In Loretta. "Whether we are
working or resting, the prison Is staring us in the face. It is
all a game of chance, and we. mu;,t play the game to win."
"That's ther way to talk!" and the face of Henderson relaxed into a smile. "Diaz, that wife of yours is a regular
treasure."
"Yes," answered the l\Icxicnn, dryly. "She is like a pct
tiger; always on the alert for danger, and as gentle as a
lamb w'qen you smooth her hair the right way. But just rub
the hair the wrong way, and then look out!"
The woman laughed as though ·1t was a good joke that
her husband had put out; but it was evident that there was
more truth than poetry ,in his words.
The three indulged in some wine after that, and all got in
a good humor.
But when it came time for him to turn in for the night
Henderson's arm was paining . him severely.
"I wll! make the pain stop," said Loretta, and leaving the
room she went out into the apartment that was used as a
kitchen, and took a small vial from a shelf in the cupboard.
She poured a few drops from it into some water in a glass,
and then took it in to the American.
"Swallow this," she said. "Then you will sleep sound and
the pain will not bother you."
Henderson took it without a murmur of dissent.
It was plain that he possessed the utmost confidence in the
Mexican woman.
The next morning Diaz was up and in his workroom as
soon as it was light enough to see.
The furnace was fed with a. fresh supply of charcoal and
given draught, and then he threw some bars of silver and
lead, and a quantity of powdered glass into the big smelting.
pot.
Then he went to the work-bench and arranged the molds
and dies so that everything was In readiness for the work of
manufacturing the spurious coin.
The sun was just up when his wife came in to assist him.
"Where is Padillo?" she asked. "He is not at his post."
"Not at his post!" echoed the counterfeiter. "'\Vhat do~
this mean?"
With an expression of deep concern on his swarthy visage
he went to the back door and looked out.
There was the empty hammock under the grass-cloth awning that Padillo spent his time In when he was not out spying for his employer, swinging Idly in the fresh morning
breeze.
But Padillo was nowhere to be seen.
"The rogue!" exclaimed Diaz. "He has dared leave his
post without notifying us. "
Just then there was a violent commotion in the shrubbery,
a few yards from the hammock, and the next instant the
,oicc of th e spy called out excitedly:
"Come, Bernado! Come, Loretta! Come! I have got one
of the Americans!"
Like a pair of panthers the i\Iexican and his wife leaped
to the spot where the voice came from.
They found Padillo holding some one by the throat, and
without waiting to see who it was both threw themselves
upon the captive.
"Ah!" exclaimed Diaz, with a grunt of satisfaction. "It is
the American boy with the long hair. Well done, Padillo!
Well clone!"
It was Young Wild West, sure enough.
"How dicl you c:1tch bim, brave Padillo?" panted the
woman , as she arose to her feet, after assisting In disarming
and binding the boy.
"I had a dream that some one was creeping upon us," replied the crafty i\Iexican. "I awoke and went to see if the
dream was true. I went softly. ancl soon saw that it was.
This young American was crawling toward tbe house and he
did not see me. I could have stabbed him, but I thought I
would make him a prisoner and Jet you punish him for coming here."
"You did right, Padillo, " nodded Diaz, his eyes lighting up
ll"ith deep sntisfaction. "You did nobly. You shall be rewarded for this. But how did you manage to get hold of him
without his · making a fight? Ile is a dangerous fellow, as
I learned Inst night."
"Ah! That was easy for me, Berna<lo. I um like the cut
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in my movements, and I had thrown bim and held his throat
in an iron grip before he was a ware of my presence. He is
a smart young f ellow. but he is not the equal of Padillo
when it comes to <'ra wling through th e bu. hes."
'l'here wa!'< a look of disappointment on the face of Young
vVild 1Ve ·t as he looked :iround at his surroundings.
But there was no sign of fear there.
Bnnatlo Diaz had placed a pistol to his llead at the very
start, and knowing it woulcl be but courting death if he cried
out for assistance, Wild remained perfectly silent.
"Fetch the dog of an .American inside, Padillo," said Diaz.
"Then keep a sharp watch, for there may be more of them
about."
"There may be, Bernado, but I only dreamed of one."
"You must not go by dreams."
"But if I had not gone by the one I had this fellow would
have surely killed me as I lay in the hammock, and then
found his way into the house."
'".rhat may be true, but keep a strong guard. Shoot the
first strange American you see, if you cannot catch him as
you did this one. "
This cou,ersatlon was carried on in the dialect of the country, so ·wild could not und er ·tand what was being said.
But he knew be was in a desperate situation, for the ugly
looks of the Mexicans told him that.
Padillo and the woman took hold of hlm roughly and
dragged him to the door of the building.
Diaz walked beside him, still keeping the revolver at bis
head.
"You came to find the place where the bad American money
is made, ~enor," said lle, in English, as they reached tbe
do or. "It is with great pleasure that I will show it to you."
"Thank you for your kindness," answered Wild, speaking
for the first time.
l'he Mexicans looked at each other in surprise.
This seemed to be a queer way for a person, who must
r ealize that he w:i s very near death, to speak.
That is what they thought.
He never lost bis coolness under the most trying circumstances.
"You have a very good pince here to cal'I'y on the business," he remarked, as he looked at the forge and smeltingpots. "You must make plenty of money, senor."
"Is the American dog crazy!" exclaimed Loretta, fiercely.
"If be is not, he is surely making fun of us."
"He i. an exception to his kind, I guess," answered her
husband. "But we will soon put an end to bis boldness, for
I will run him through with a pointed bar of steel that is
red-hot! H e shall die such a death as he never dreamed of.
No enemy of ours has ever seen what be has and lived. He
has got to die, too!"
Loretta glared at the boy like a tigress.
"Tie him to the post th ere!" s he exclaimecl.
1Vith her assistance this was done.
'l' llen Diaz stepper! over to the forge and placed a bar of
steel in the glowing fire, while he placed bis band on the
bellows.
"Go out and watch, Padillo!" be commanded. "Leave the
door open . so the shrieks of the young Americah dog may
be beard by his friends, if they are in the vicinity. If they
come we will close the door and shoot tberu J'rom the windows."
The guard went out, and Loretta stepped in front of the
boy, her eyes glowing like coals of fire.
vVlld looked the angry woman squarely in the eyes. There
was no sign of fear on his face.
"You are doomed!" she hissed. "Your heart shall be
pierced by a red-hot iron!"
'l'he man at the forge was nearly ready.

CHAPTER VI.
SEARCHINO FOl,l. THE COINERS' DEN.

Wild and Baker had rowed across the Rio Grande in silence.
They were towing a boat that contained a corpse, and that
did not tend to make them feel talkative.
"We will go right to the fort," said Baker, when they had
rpacbed the other side. "That is where Reilly made bis
headquarters. and I sup11ose that is where bis body ought to
be delivered."
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"That's right," answered our hero.
'l'hey pointed the boat down the river, and in due time arrived at the landing-place on the grounds of the old fortification.
Then Dick Baker made bis way to the headquarters of the
officer in charge. ancl to!(l what hacl happened; also, that he
engaged the services of Young ·wild "\Vest and his two partners from Dakota to help him in hunting out the counterfeiters.
As Baker did not come under bis jurisdiction, the officer
made no objections to what be had done.
'l'he old fort was now occupied by a detachment placed
there for the purpose of keeping down the smugglers.
Baker and Reilly bad been sent from Washington to ferret
out the counterfeiters.
That left them under two different beads, though they
worked together , Jo a certain extent.
When Baker came back to the boa t four men came with
him bearing a litter.
The body of the Secret Service man was placed on the litter and taken to the fort.
Then Baker got into the boat with Wild, and they rowed
back to !heir camp.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were awaiting their return anxiously, and when they saw them come back . safe
and sound th ey felt pretty easy.
.
"I was afraid you was goin' to fall in ther clutches of them .
greasers on ther other side au' git in trouble," remarked'
Charlie. "When a fellei: gits out of ther United States I
imagine It ain't tber proper place to g-it In a row."
"Well, thnt happened to us, though, didn't it, Dick?" said
Young Wild West.
"Yes; 1ye hacl quite a hot time of it for a -while," was the
reply, and the young m:in sbrngged his shoulders, as much a?
to say that he was glad be was out of it.
"Tell us about it,,. spoke up Jim.
Then Wild r efated everything that had occurred.
.
Cheyenne Charlie's eyes danced as he listened.
"rVild," said he, when the boy had finished, "don't you
think you an' me could go over there an' cntch one of them
counterfeiters art' bring him over here? If we could do it,
it would · be a great thing for Baker, 'cause tber Mexican
Government could easily find out where ther feller belonged,
an' then ther counterfeitin' den would be found."
"Well, Charlie, I think if any one could do that it would
be you. I t ell you -what we will do. You and I will cross
over just before daylight. ancl if we can't capture one of
the coiners, we might find where the place is."
"Good enough!" cried the scout. looking at Jim as much as
to say: "I got ahead of you, didn't I?"
But Jim said nothing.
. He knew that when Young Wild West wanted him to go
-with him he would ask him.
"You are going to ta ke quite a risk in going over there,"
said Dick Baker, as Wi ld made ready to turn in for the
night.
"I know it, but I am interested in trapping those fellows.
I want to do it just for the excitement there is in it. l\o
doubt they are a pretty shrewd lot, but we have bucked
against just as shre-wll and bronght them to terms."
"I reckon we have," chuckled Charlie.
Our hero went to sleep as calmly as though nothing had
happened.
He slept so soundly, in fact, that Cheyenne Charlie had
to awaken him at three in the morning.
"Come on, if you're goin', " said the scout. "Your fight
with ther Mexicans last night must have been a sleep producer, I reckon."
"That's a fact," answered the boy, as he got up and proceeclecl to get ready to leave the camp. "Go and get the boat
ready, Charlie."
"She's all r eady now. I've been up· since a little after
two o'clock."
"I suppose you were so excited at the thought of paying a
visit to Mexico that you could not sleep."
"There's some truth in that, I reckon ."
It did not take our hero long to get ready.
Jim, who had been doing guard duty since one o'clock, admonished them to be careful, and then they got into the boat
and started to cross tile river. ·
·
Wild thought it would be a good idea to land below the village, instend of abo,e it, as he and Baker bad clone.
So be beaded the boat thnt way, and in s ilence they went
~cross tile muddy waters of the Rio Grande.
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When the~· reached the other side they looked around for
CIL'i..P'I.'ER VII.
a good placl.' to leave the boat, so they could fiucl it in a
hurry, if they should need to.
A TllRILW1'O ESOAPE.
They soon fonnd a good place, and then making sure that
they would not miss it in coming back in the daylight by
The face of Young Wild West paled when the woman told
noting the fact that a blasted tree and a clump of rocks ·were
him that his heart was to be pierced with a red-hot Iron.
right near tbe spot, tbey beaded for the village.
The brave boy had faced death many times, but never had
They were soon met by the barking dogs. but Wild soon
he been confronted with such a horrible thing as that.
put them to flight, and then they proceeded on.
·wnd knew that a place where metal was smelted must Loretta noticed his change of color, and broke into a loud
have some sort of smokestack-that is, if it was melted in laugh that sounded as though it we1;e made by a fiend.
"You came here to break up our business and put us in
any sort of a quantity.
",Ju t ke?p your eyes peeled for a good-sized chimney, Char- prison, did you?" she cried. " ell, you will never do it! You
lie," he whispered, as they reached the town just as the day will die for coming here! Bernado, is the iron ready?"
"It is," was the reply, antl the next minute Diaz stepped
w,1s beginning to break.
"All right." was thP reply. "Ther chimneys I see ain't from the forge with the piece of iron that was almost at a
much to brag or, an' if there is one that's got any size to it white heat.
He passed it before the boy's face a couple of times so close
we're bound to see it."
that the heat from it singed his eyebrows.
"I guess we had better hunt along in the rear of the houses,"
Then he drew back his arm to plunge the red-bot iron into
our hero remarked, after a pan e. "It is beginning to get
light now, and we will run less chance of being seen by the the breast of Young Wild West.
At that moment Lige Henderson stepped into the room.
natives."
"Wait, Diaz!" he cried. "Have you qaestioned him? Don't
"All right."
"There's the cafe we had the row in last night. ,ve will kill him till we learn all that he knows about us."
The :.1exican hesitated, and then. lowering his arm. walked
strike in right here. and keep along In the bushes behind
back to the forge and placed the sharpened bar where it would
the houses .. "
keep hot.
"Good enough!"
"I had forgotten that," he said, turning to the villain. "You
each
we
if
"Say, Charlie. I think it would be a good idea
go ahead and question him."
and
end
the
at
up
meet
took a side of the street. ·we could
"So you thought you would come back and see us ag'in,
report whether we had seen a place that looked as though it hey, Young Wild West?" Henderson said, with no little coolmight be the den we are looking for, or not."
ness, as he stepped in front of our hero.
"Yes: an' then go back to it an' find out what we coul_d."
"Yes," answered Wild. "I thought I would come back and
"That's it. And in case I don't get to the head of the road find where you made the counterfeit money."
by the time you do, you wait about five minutes, and then
"And you found ther place, didn't you?"
if I don't show up, come down on my side and be on the
"Oh, yes."
watch for me."
"Did any one come with you?"
"I decline to say whether they did or not."
"That's the idea. .And if I don't show up within five min"Oh! you do, bey? Well, I reckon I'll make you answer.
utes after you git there, you'll come down on my side."
Jest hand me that hot iron, Diaz!"
uye ."
The Mexican did so.
"Then it's all understood. Here goes!"
With a calm smile Henderson took the iron and made a
Cheyenne Charlie walked across the sandy street, and soon
stroke at Wild's bare wrists, intending to give his skin a taste
disappeared in the shrubbery.
was.
He knew his business, and, revolver in hand, he went along, of what the terrible weapon
red-hot iron struck the cords
the
and
,
dodged
boy
the
But
looking keenly at the rear of each house as he passed it.
though Henderson did
wrists,
the
of
instead
him,
bound
that
The scout was not the one to be fooled with, and if any
l\Iexican interfered with him in what he considered his course not know it.
"I'll tell you! " cried Wild, as he felt the thongs give. "I'll
of duty It would surely go bad with hj.m.
tell you anything you want to know, only don't burn me!"
"There ain't nothing that looks like a coiner's den among
Any one who knew him would have easily known that he was
these houses," he muttered. when he had covered half the
on when he said that.
distance to the end of the street. "Ther most of them ehim-- putting
The fact was, that it had dawned upon him that he could get
neys Is made out of sticks an' mud, an' they wouldn't stand loose,
and he was simply talking to gain time now.
a fire that would be hot enough to melt metal more than two
It was necessary for him to tell things that were not so, too,
days. It might be that ther place where they make ther coun- but
he felt that he was justified in doing it.
terfeit mone., ain't here ln this villnge, but off somewhPre
in the hands of cruel villains who would not tell a
toward tiler interior. Well, I'm goin' to do jest as Wild said, lieAtoperson
save his life would be a rare curiosity.
though. He seems to ha,e an idea that this is ther place to
"I thought I would bring yer to terms," said Henderson,
find ther den, an' bis ideas are generally all right."
with a laugh. "Now, tell me, who came with you?"
When he finally reached the last house on that side the
"I came alone," ,was the reply. "None of my friends would
scout was disgusted with the chimneys be had seen.
risk coming here so soon after what happened last night."
He walked over and got behind a big tree and looked down
"But you had ther nerve to come?"
tll e single street of the village.
"Yes."
Kot a soul was stirring, and it was now fairly daylight.
"An' you come to find ther counterfeiters' place?"
"It's putty early, though." he thought. "I don't s'pose they
"Yes."
have to git up till they g-it good an' ready."
"How did you come to find it?"
After hr had wnitetl a little longer than five minutes he
"I saw the smoke going out of the chimney, and as it was
started clown on the· other side.
a bigger chimney than any of the rest and was the only one
He wnlked along faster than he had on coming up.
that smoke was coming from, I came to the conclusion that
He fell that there was 110 use in being so secret about bis this was the place I was looking for."
m ovements, since there was no one out of bed in the place.
This was the truth, ancJ when thP three in the room heard
Churlle was not more than three minutes in reaching a spot him say it they looked at each other.
where he could ee a g-ood--sized building that had a big
It had never occurred to them before that their den could
chimney bnilt of hard hricl, running up on the outside at one be located in that way.
end.
"So when you saw the smoke you crept up behind the house
"Ah!" he exclailllecl softly. "This looks like somethin'. I and got caugb t by my trusted man Padillo, didn't you?" spoke
wonl<1n't he surprised if that is tber coiners' den, after all. I up Diaz.
"Yes; I will admit that I was caught napping."
wonder where "V{ild is?"
''Well, if you have told us everything you can make your
At lhat moment a scream of fiendish laughter rang out, and,
pulling the shrubbery aside, the scout peered through and saw peace with your Maker. You are going to die now!"
The iron had been placed in the fire again, and the Mexican
a Mexican, with a rifle over his shoulder, looking through an
open door at something that was taking place inside the went over to get it.
"I guess I won't die just yet!" exclaimed the daring boy, ancl,
house.
"I reckon I'll investiimte this,•· he muttered.
•.ierlrii.;.ii: his h:mds free from the charred bonds, he sciz::d the
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revolver that protruded from the hip pocket of Henderson,
and leveled It at them!
-At this juncture there were the sounds of a scuffle at the
door, and the next instant Padillo came flying through as
though he was a bundle of old clothes.
"Whoopee! " cried the voice of Cheyenne Charlie. "I've been
listenin' to yer, Wild! I've had ther scoundrels covered for
ther iast five minutes, an' if they'd tried to burn you with that
iron ag'in they'd croaked in one-two-three time! Whoopee!
I reckon we've got ther coiners now, Wild!"
Charlie came in with a revolver in either hand.
Loretta uttered a scream of baffled rage, and made a bolt for
the door leading to the other room.
"Come back!" cried the scout.
But she did not obey him.
"Hands up, you other fellers!" he called out.
.T here was no fight In either Henderson or the two Mexicans
just then, however.
Diaz stood near the forge with both hands over his head,
and Padillo lay groveling on the floor.
Henderson was holding up his good arm, his face the color
of ashes.
"Cut me loose, Charlie," said Wild. "That fi end of a woman
will hn.ve a whole crowd here in no time. We must get out
of this!"
The scout lost no time in obeying.
"Shall we shoot 'em, Wild?" he asked, as they backed to the
door.
"No; that won't do. They have surrendered," was the reply.
"Bu t we can't take them prisoners, as that would be impossible. We will simply get ·away ourselves. Come!"
Out they went, leaving the three villains in the den.
"Get for the boat!" exclaimed our h ero. "We have learned
enough to put the finishing touch to the counterfeiters, so
let's get on the other side of the river."
They ran around the side of the building and reached the
street.
As they got there a shot was fired at them from the front
door.
It was Loretta who had fired it, and Charlie raised his revolver to answer the shot, but was stayed -b y Wild.
"Don't lose control of yourself and shoot a woman," he
remonstrated.
"All right," was the re tort. "But she tried to shoot us, an'
she was jest crazy to see you die."
"Never mind that. Come on!"
The pistol shot acted like an alarm clock on the residents
of that portion of the village.
They came tumbling out of the huts in all shapes.
But not a man attempted to interfere with the pi:ogress of
Young Wild West and the scout.
They ran along with a crowd of barking dogs at their heels,
and soon reached the bank of the river.
Quickly untying the rope t11at held the boat from gqing
adrift, they got in and set out for the Texas shore.
They were about a hundred feet away from the Mexican side
when a couple of rifle shots were fired at them.
Diaz and his man Padillo had come down to kill them and
prevent them from escaping.
Wild had no rifle with him, so there was only one thing for
them to do, and that was to get a,cross as soon as possible.
The bullets whistled all around them as the counterfeiters
kept firing, but fortunately they were not hit.
Five minutes later they saw two forms on the· opposite shore.
They were Jim Dart and Dick Baker.
Then the firing ceased.
The Me;x:ican coiners had given up, for the present, anyway.
A few minutes later the two who had been through such a
r isky un<,J.ertaking reached the camp, being escorted there by
Jim and Baker.
"What luck?" asked Baker.
"The best of luck, thoug.h I came near having my he-a rt
pierced with a red-hot iron," answered Wild.
·
"We found ther den of the-r coiners," put in Charlie. "When
we go out together we generally do something."
"Found the den of the coiners?" echoed Baker.
"Yes," retorted Wild. "We know where that 1s. Now, we
will have to set a trap to catch the coiners themselves."
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Long after he had told the whole story to Jim Dart and Dick
Baker he felt the effects of the ordeal.
Not that it made hitn nervous or afraid, but there was the
rememb-rance of the glowing iron, and the fiendish look that
was on the face of the Mexican woman.
"I don't know which was the wor$t, the red-hot iron or the
look the woman gave me just then," he thought. "She is the
most heartless and cruel woman I ever met, and I believe that
nothing could be too wicked for her to do."
As soon as he had received the information concerning the
whereabouts of the coiners' den, Dick Baker had mounted and
started for the town of Eagle Pass.
He was going to send a cipher dispatch to the head of the
Government Secret Service, so they would have a chance to
notify the Mexican Government.
He was not gone more than an hour, and when he came back
he called Jim Dart, and sai-d:
"Would you mind disguising yourself and making a trip
across the river with me?"
"I would be glad to! " exclaimed Jim. "I have not been over
there yet, and I would like to see what the place looks like."
"Well, I brought the disguises over with me. I thought you
would be the best one to go with me, since you can disguise
yourself with little trouble, as the counterfeiters have never
seen you. We will rig ourselves up as a couple of lazy and
dirty fellows, such as hang around the saloons at Eagle Pass.
We can stand having our faces and hands smeared with dirt
for a while, I guess."
"Oh, yes."
Jim was delighted with the scheme, and when Wild heard
what was up he nodded, and declared it was a good idea.
He knew that Jim was perfectly capable of playing the part
he was going to undertake.
Dart and Baker were not long in ·p utting on the disguises.
A soiled and rather ragged suit of clothes and a wig made
a big change in the looks of Baker, and the change in the
clothing alone was sufficient for Jim.
"We will go over to the town and, after hanging around a
few minutes, hire some one to take us across the river," said
the detective.
Wild and Charlie gave th em a minute description of the
den where the 1counterfeiters were located, and then they set
out.
"It is a very good idea of Baker's to go over and look
around," observed our hero to Cheyenne Charlie, after the
two had taken their departure. "I suppose the rascals will
move out of the house we were in as soon as possible. What
they can't take with them they will surely destroy."
"·They could cart everything away with a yoke of oxen in
a short time," replied the scout . "Ther chances are that when
Jim and Baker git there they will find nothing that looks like
a counterfeiters' den."
"I guess that is about the size of it. I have been trying
hard to think of a way to trap th e coiners, but it seems that
I can't strike· a way that just suits me. I suppose I will have
to trust to luck in finding a way. It will not be first time that
I have waited for circumstances to show the way to do a
thing and been successful."
'"rhat's right, Wild. If you can't do a thing one way you
always find how to do it another."
Wh ile the two were conversing, a negro lad came along the
bank of the river, carrying a rude fishing-pole and a tin can
that no doubt contained worms for bait.
He paused when he rea,ched the camp, and acted as though
he felt that he was intruding.
"Hello, there!" said Wild. "Going fishing?"
"Yes, massa, " answered the boy, doffing his hat politely.
"I done fish right yere sometimes, but as youse white gemmen am stoppin' here, I'll go on up de riber an' try my luck."
"You can fish right here if you want to. We shan't bother
you."
"Am dat so, massa?" and the darky seemed to be greatly
pleased. "I'll ketch you a mess of fish, suah, den."
"Go ahead. If you catch us a mess we'll pay you fo r
them."
While the fisherman was getting his line ready, Wild turned
to Charlie, and said, in a low tone:
"That darky strikes me as being a pretty honest sort of a
fellow. I think we could trust him to stay here and watch
CHAPTER vin.
the camp while we take a little trip, on our own hook to find
THE HUN'r BEGINS IN EARNEST.
out something about the coiners."
It was one of the most narrow escapes Young Wild West
"He might be honest, but you can't tell," and the scout
had ever had when the counterfeiter was holding the red-hot shook his head.
i ron ready to strike him in the breast.
"l believe I will take the risk. though."
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"Go ahead, then. You know more about it than I do."
"Well, I will ask him a few questions first. Then, if I
am still of the opinion that he ls pretty honest, I will ask
him to stay here till we come back."
The scout nodded, so Wild walked over to the young darky,
who was just throwing his line in the water.
"Do you live around here?" he asked.
"Yes, sah; I Ii ves over de oder side of de town," was the
reply, while he looked up in astonishment at the friendliness
shown toward him by the dashing-looking young white man.
"What's your name?"
"Eben, sah."
"Eben what?"
"Eben Neezer."
Wild and Charlie could not help smiling.
Here was a genuine Southern darky, who was about as
ignorant as he could well be.
His given name was probably Ebenezer, and that was all
he knew about it.
"What is your father 's name?" Wild resumed, as soon as
be could straighten out his face.
"I'se done got no fader."
"iVell, what's your mother's name, then~"
·• Liza Smith, de washerwoman."
"Ah! I see. Well, Eben, are you a pretty honest sort of
a fellow?"
"Yes, sah!" and the darky began to look interested.
But just then he got a bite, and the next .minute landed
a fine fish that weighed at least a pound on the bank.
"Golly!" he exclaimed. "But dat am a fine one!"
''That's right," nodded Young Wild West. "But say, Eben,
did you ever steal anything?"
''No, sah, neber!" and he shook his head to emphasize the
words.
"Not a thing?"
"Nothin' more dan a chicken now an' den."
"Well, that ain't so bad, then. Now, do you want to make
a couple of dollars and keep right on fishin~ while you are
earning the money?"
"A couple of dollars, massa?" and he opened wide his eyes.
"Yes; I'll give you two dollars if you will stay right here
and watch things while we go over to the town. ,We may be
gone only an hour, and we may be gone till night. But when
we come back I'll give you two dollars, providing we find
everything the same as we left it."
"Youse'll gib me two good dollars, massa?"
"Yes; certainly the money will be good. What makes you
ask that question?"
"Well, a man done gib me a dollar to hold his horse half
,an hour dis mornin', an' when I try to spend de dollar de
man say it no good."
"Is that so?'' and our hero was very much interested now.
"Have you got the dollar yet?''
"Yes, sah! Here it am!" and the darky produced the coin
·
,from his pocket.
Wild took it in his hand and saw that it was one of the
spurious pieces made by the counterfeiters on the other side
of the Rio Grande.
He looked keenly at the boy for a moment, and then said:
"What sort of a looking man was he, Eben-the one who
gave you this bad dollar?"
"He were a fine-looking man, sah. He had a big mustache,
an' he done wear velvet pants an' a. silk shirt, sah. He go
into de big hotel what's painted white, sah. "
"Oh! All right, Eben; do you know good money from
bad?"
"Yes, sah."
"Well, is this good?" and Wild took a two-dollar bill from
his pocket and handed it to him.
"Yes, sah; I t'ink dat's good, sah."
"Well, keep it, then. Now, you stay here till we come back.
Don't let any one hothcr the two 11.orses we are going to leave
,in your charge, and don't you go to interfering with them, or
'they might k.ick the daylights out of you."
"Why, is dey bad horses?" and the colored boy opened wide
his eyes.
"They uin 't so very bad," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, "but
th ey don't like colored folks a great deal."
"Oh!" and, putting the bill in his pocket, Eben proceeded
to bait his hook.
Wilu. and the scout soon saddled their horses and were
r rncly to leave.
They could easily see that it would be but little watch

the darky would keep on the camp so long as the fish kept
biting.
Like many a person much higher in life than he, he was
an ardent lover of the sport of angling.
He went at it in a rather crude way, but the result was as
gratifying to him as though he had used a hundred-dollar
outflt.
"Now, Eben, don't go away till we come back," admonished
Young Wild West, as he mounted his horse.
"No, sah; I done stay here till you come back, if it ain't
till to-morrow mornin'."
"Very well; if you do, and we find everything all right, I
may take it in my head to give you another dollar. By the
way, sell me that bad dollar you have, won't you?"
"How much you gib me for it, sah?"
"A dollar."
"You doesn't mean dat, sah?"
"Yes; I do. "
"Den you kin hab it."
He pulled out the coin in a jiffy and, dropping his fishingpole, ran over to our hero.
Wild very quickly gave him a good dollar and took the
coin.
"That may come in handy," he said to Charlie, as they rode
off for the town.
"That's so," was the reply; "if we kin only run afoul of ther
feller what give it to ther nigger."
The day was a warm one, and the roads were pretty dusty,
so they rode along at an easy gait.
But as they were camped almost at the outskirts of Eagle
Pass they soon got into the heart of the place.
Wild was looking around for the big hotel that was painted
white, as the darky had said.
It was not long before his eyes lighted upon it.
The building was situated on a corner, and was quite pre·
tentious.
"That is the place we want to stop at," said our hero, point'
ing it out.
"That's ther place, I reckon. But it ain't likely ther feller
is there yet."
"Well, if he is not, he might come back."
A minute later they had halted in front of the hotel and
dismounted.
Two n egro boys promptly ran out to meet them.
"Hold yer horses, gemmen ?" they asked.
"Come here," said Wild, picking out the most intelligent
of the two.
"Yes, massa."
"Do you know a boy named Eben, who was here not long
ago, holding a man's horse for him?"
"Eben Neezer, you mean, sah?"
"Yes."
~'Yes, sah; I done know Eben Neezer, sah. He go fishin',
sah."
"All right. Here's a quarter for you. Now, do you know
where the man went who gave Eben Neezer a dollar for holding his horse?"
"Yes, sah. He inside de hotel. He done put his horse in
de stable, sah."
·'Well, my boy, we will tie our horses here, but you can
keep an eye on them, and when we come out I'll give you
another quarter."
"T'ank yer, massa!"
Wild and Charlie quickly tied their horses and went inside
the hotel.
There was no one in the barroom but the clerk, but in a
room adjoining it half a dozen men were seated around a
table throwing dice for money.
Our hero had no difficulty in picking out the man described
by the colored boy, Eben.
He was a rather handsome, reckless-looking fellow, and it
was more than probable that Mexican blood flowed in his veins,
though he looked somewhat like the average Southern sport.
Wild and Charlie stood and watched the gambling for a few
minutes, and then they took seats near the table.
They saw that the stakes of the game were a dollar from
each man.
Every time the sporty-looking man lost he would put a
silver dollar in the pot.
Our hero wondered if they were counterfeit dollars, and he
began to think of some way to find out.
The only way was to get into the game, and though he never
gambled for the sake of winning money, Wild concluded to
go in for a little while.
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But before doing it he whispered to Charlie:

"If I do not call the turn on the fellow inside of fifteen

minutes I want you to go out, and then come in again a~d
call me. If the fellow is all right I do not want to stay m
the game."
"All right," answered the scout.
Wild now pulled his chair up t.o the table, which was a
long one, having plenty of room around it, and took a fivedollar bill from his pocket.
"Change this for me, and I will come in the game, if no
one objects," he said.
All hands looked at him, of course, when he said this, and
when the man in the silk shirt and velvet trousers saw him
he gave a start, which was something that Wild did not fail
to notice.
However, he joined in with the rest in saying that the boy
was perfectly welcome to come in the game, and then the
man nearest him gave Wild five silver dollars for his bill.
Our hero picked them up one at a time, and, as he did so,
he noticed that two of them were counterfeit.
He was now satisfied that the man he was after belonged
to the gang of coiners, and he was also certain that the fellow had eithP.r seen him before or else heard of him.
He appeared to be uneasy every time Wild looked at him,
but in a minute or two a look of dogged determination came
over his face.
Young Wild West saw it and quickly came to the conclusion
that the fellow meant to fight It out, no matter what the
lines were.
CHAPTER IX.
DART AND BAKER TAKE A DONKEY RIDE.

Jim Dart ancl Dick Baker were not long in walking along
the river bank to the town.
Here they found a couple of greasers, who were waiting
with a good-sized flat-bottomed boat to ferry passengers
across to the Mexican side. '
·'How much?" asked Baker, pointing to the other side.
"Ten cents for you, ten cents for your friend," was the reply.
"All right," and after feeling In his pockets for some time,
in order to carry out the part he was playing even there, Baker
produced the necessary amount, and stepped into the boat,
followed by Jim.
Then the two greasers ferried them across.
They landed them at a little dock that was Jess than five
minutes' walk from the village in which the coiners were
located.
As Jim looked around he noticed that things were about
the same as they were on the other side, only that there were
more trees there.
Though it was in the fall of the year it was as hot as midsummer in the North, and our two friends soon found themselves mopping the perspiration from their brows as they
walked along the sandy road that Jed to the main street of
the village.
"This could be made a very pretty place indeed," observed
Dart, as he looked at the luxuriant vegetation and the graceful rise of the land In the distance.
"Yes; but the class of people living here now will .never
make much of it," replied the young government detective.
"They are too lazy to do much of anything but eat, drink and
sleep."
It was so common to see just such dressed people as they
were in the village that no one paid any particular attention
to them, and they soon reached the house that had been described to them by Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie.
They walked past it slowly, and as they did so they saw
that it looked to be unoccupied.
The doors and windows were wide open, and there was not
the least sound within.
"Dick," said Jim, "the coiners have vamoosed the ranch."
"By Jove! It looks that way," was the reply.
"Let's go over to that cafe and try and find out about it."
"All right."
They walked diagonally across the street, and entered the
place that Wild and Baker had stopped in the first time they
came over.
Jim bought some tobacco which was for sale there, and then,
looking over at the vacant house, casually remarked:
"There is an empty house over there; I wonder who owns
it?"
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"A Mexican named Diaz owns it," promptly retorted the
American who kept the place.
"Don't he live here?" asked the detective. 1
"He did till this mornin'. He moved out all of a sudden like
about half an hour ago. They took three wagonloads of stuff
away from ther place, which is a blamed sight more than
could be taken away from ther most of ther houses here, I
reckon."
"Moved over on the Texas side·, I suppose," Jim remarked,
as he surveyed the picture of a bull fight that was hung on
the wall.
"I don't know, but I reckon that's where Diaz has .gone,"
said the keeper of the cafe. "One of ther fellers that was
drivin' ther oxen fur one of ther wagons come over here an'
bought some whisky, an' he remarked that they was goin'
about ten miles up ther river, and then cross over in a flatboat."
Jim and the detective were much pleased to hear this bit of
news.
There might be no truth in it, but the chances were that
it was straight, since they got the information in such a way.
Our two friends remained in the place a few minutes, and
then went out.
Jim proposed that they pay a visit to the rear of the house
in the same manner as Wild and Charlie had done.
Dick Baker promptly agreed to this.
"You a.re first-rate at making suggestions, Jim," he observed. "You remind me of Wild a good deal."
"Well, I suppose I have associated with him so long that
I have learned to look at things a great deal like he does,"
was the reply.
"He certainly has got the best head on him of any one I
have ever met, man or boy!" declared the detective. "What
a fine detective he would make!"
"I have an idea. that he would not care to tackle that kind
of business. Wild likes the mountains and the prairies too
well for that."
"He likes ptenty of excitement, too, and the life I lead is
full of it."
"But I will wager that the life you are leading is comparatively tame when compared to that of Young Wild West."
"It might be. I don't know, so I won't say."
They took upon themselves the lazy way of the residents
of the village, and waiked back till they found a path leading to the land in the rear of the houses.
Then they followed this and walked along till they came
to the rear of the house of Diaz.
Once there they walked boldly into the backyard and approached an open window.
They peered Into an apartment which they knew was the
one the coiners had carried on their nefarious work in, for
there was the forge Wild bad spoken of still standing.
But the work-bench and the smelting-pots and other paraphernalia had been removed.
The forge was the only thing left to indicate that the room
had been used for anything else than as a living apartment.
While Jim and Baker stood there looking in the window
they heard footsteps behind them.
They just had time to drop behind a cluster of hanging
vines, and then a woman appeared.
It was Loretta, the wife of the chief of the Mexican coiners.
Though neither of them had ever seen her, they easily
guessed who she was.
The woman was very stealthy in her movements, and as
she approached the back door of the house and drew a key
from her pocket, she looked around behind her to make sure
that no one was watching her movements.
It never occurred to her to look behind the vines that were
hanging in a cluster less than ten feet from her.
If she had she might have been surprised.
Loretta unlocked the door and passed into the house with
a tread that was noiseless as that of a cat.
Our two friends were undecided what to do, but, after a few
whispered words, they came to the conclusion to remain right
where they were for a while.
In Jess than two minutes they heard the woman coming
back.
They crouched low to the ground, and, when she had come
out and started along the path, Jim arose.
"Now, the best thing we c::}n do is to follow her," he whispered.
"Exactly!" exclaimed Baker.
Just then a strong smell of smoke came to their nostrils.
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As they looked at the house tb,ey saw smoke pouring from
the open. windows.
Loretta had fired the bullding to destroy all traces of the
counterfeiters' den!
But the two had no time to wait now.
If they would learn where the coiners had gone they must
follow the woman.
That is what they thought just then, anyhow.
Jim led the way in the direction the woman had taken.
As he picked his way swiftly, but cautiously, through the
shrubbery, he caught sight of her.
She was heading for a small open field, where half a dozen
donkeys were grazing.
They kept as close to her a.s they felt it advisable, and when
she approached one of the long-eared beasts of burden and
untied the lariat that kept the animal from straying, they
halted and waited.
It was then that they heard considerable noise on the street.
The neighboring residents had discovered that the house
was on fire.
But we might as well state right here that Loretta had
saturated the floors with oil half an hour previous, and no w
it would be impossible to extinguish the flames and save the
house.
She wanted It to burn, and burn it was bound to.
The woman quickly mounted the donkey she untied and
started off along a path that led through the woods.
"What now?" asked Baker, looking at his companion in a
puzzled way.
"We will follow her," was the reply.

Then Baker tried it.
The result was the same.
The two had not fairly got started when they suddenly
hea rd shouts and the clatter of hoofs lJehind them.
The n ext instant three Mexicans burst into view.
They were riding donkeys, the same as our friends, and
when they saw them they became very much excited and drew
their shooters.
Jim and the detective plied their whips vigorously, and shot
ahead as fast QS their long-eared steeds could travel.

CHAPTER X.
WILD SETS THE 'l.'RAP.

Young Wild West took the two counterfeit dollars from the
bunch he had in his hand, and looking at the sporty man in
the silk shirt, exclaimed:
"I'll bet you two dollars I will beat your throw this time."
"You mean outside of the regular pot," was the retort.
"Yes."
'' I'll go you! "

"Put. your money on the table."
The man seemed to take this for a challenge to go his full
length, :ind with a dogged look of determination he p,oducecl
two dollars and shoved them over.
The moment he let his fingers leave the coins, Wild grabbed
them.
"Aha!" he cried. "Have you any more of this kind of
·'How?"
money, my friend?"
"There are more don keys there."
The money was spuri6us, the same as the other two dollars.
"By Jove! you are right. I. never thought about them. Do
"Isn't that good money?" queried the man, putting on an
you think we will be able to ride the beasts?"
"I don't see why not. They are well broken, by the looks innocen t look.
"Hardly. Gentlemen,"· and our hero turned to the rest of
of them. But come on! We haven't a second to lose."
Jim set the example by hurrying over to one of the grazing the party, "those of you who have been winning this man's
money had better examine the hard dollars you have taken
animals and untying it.
He very quickly rigged an apology for a bridle and got upon in."
"Hard dollars is all he's been playin' with," spoke up one
the bare back of the donkey.
the players.
Dick Baker followed his example as fast as he could, and ofThen
be began to make an examination of the money he
a minute later they were riding along on the trail of the had.
Mexican woman, leaving the raging fire behind them.
The rest followed his example, while the accused man
The donkeys were not inclined to go very fast, but they
fidgeted about in his chair and let his hand drop beneath the
seemed willing to be driven in that fashion.
table to his belt.
"We will leave it to the donkeys now," said Jim, in a whisSome of the gamblers could scarcely tell the differ ence beper. "They will be sure to follow the other one, no matter tween the good and bad dollars they had, but in a minute or
which way the woman drives him."
two those who could tell announced that twenty-seven of the
"We are in for quite an adventure, I guess," answered the bad coins had been r eceived by them from somebody.
detective.
"Well, gentlemen," said Wild, rising, "I have reason to
·'Yes; I wouldn't be surprised if we learn something, too." believe that this man is one of the coiners that are located on
the
to
going
likely
"We ought to. The woman is most
the other side of the river."
place her husband has selected to make his new headquarters."
"And I have reason to believe that you lie!" retorted the
acnot
was
Jim Dart had often seen mules driven, but he
hotly, and up went his hand with a revolver in it.
man,
quainted with the way to get speed out of a donkey.
"Drop that shooter!" cried Young Wild West, sternly.
If he had been mounted on a horse he could soon have got "Drop it, or I'll drop you!"
near enough to the Mexican coiner's wife to see her when the
He had anticipated the move on the part of the fellow, so
path straightened out a bit.
when his hand went up Wild had him covered.
Now it was a rase of waiting on the notions of the longDown went the revolver to the floor.
e::ired animals they were riding.
The man trembled slightly as be looked into the muzzle of
The donkeys ~eemed to be very partial to walking, and that the weapon that was so steadily pointed at his heart.
at a very slow gait.
"You will come with me, please,·• said our hero.
When they had ridd en a.long for the space of five minutes
The man arose from the table.
·
Jim began to get uneasy.
"I shoulcln't advise you gentlemen to spend any of that
R e did not know but the woman had a faster animal, and money, " Wild added. as he picked up the four counterfeit
was rapidly outdis!aucing them.
coins that constituted the stakes of the bet he had made.
"There is a whole lot of it in circulation, too, and you had
"Dick." he ~a id, "this is getting rather monotonous."
better look out for the silver you handle."
"You are right," v,as the rejoinder.
"I've known it for some time," spoke up the proprietor, as
"I wonder how a whip would affect the lazy beasts.''
he stepped into the room. "I got stuck on a few of the dol"Suppose we try."
lars before I knew it, but since then I have been on the look"I think 1t would be a good idea."
Baker tool, a jack-knife from his pocket, and, halting, pro- out for the bad money. This man," pointing to the fellow
..:eeded to cut a couple of limber switches from an overhang- Wild had made a prisoner, "tried to pass one of the coine on
me when he first came into the place. r simply told him it
ing limb."
"Here's one," he said, handing it to Dart. "You try it first. was no good, and he took it back and gave me a bill that was
You are more used to riding than I am."
good."
"\Veil," answered our hero, "I guess in a few days the counAnd so Jim was.
He was not afraid of being unseated, or the donkey running terfeiters will all be in the hands of the law, and their dies
and other things used in the manufacture of the spurious
.
away with him.
··G~t up!" lie exclaimed, and he gave his mount a smart coins will be smashed up. I will lake charge of thi · man for
a while and make him give a good account of himself. Come
cut with the whip.
The efrect w:,s very gratify;ng, for the animal started ahead on, my friend! If you get obstinate it will only be the worse
for you. I have a way of mal ing a man do just what I want
on a fast trot.
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him to wh en I mak e up my mind to it , and I m ay as well tell
you that I have made up my mind t o take you with me. "
'·If you are a n officer you can take me," r eplied th e fellow,
"but you will find that I am not a counterfe iter, even if I
did ha ve bn d money. Th at money was given me in change
when I bought a hor se this morning, and I had no idea it was
bad. "
"Well, come along with me, anyhow. We will talk the matter over for a few minutes, and maybe I will come to the conclusion that you are all right. If I do you can bet that I will
let you go with my apologies."
Cheyenne Charlie, at a nod from Wild, took the man by the
arm and marched him from the table.
·
Young Wild West then threw the good money he had won
on the bar, and exclaimed:
"Come, boys, drink and smoke this up. I never gamble for
money, but as I can't tell to whom th is belongs, you can drink
and smoke up, if you ca n find any enj oyment in doing so."
This so pleased the men that they complied at once.
There was one man among th em who had seen him ride the
bucking mustang the day befor e.
He had also learned his n ame, and when he proposed that
they drink to th e health of Young Wild Wes t the rest looked
at Wild in astonishmen t.
They had all heard of him, it seemed.
Our hero and Cheyen ne Charlie went on out with the prisoner.
"Go and get this man 's horse," said Wild to the colored boy
outside.
The darky looked at them in amazement, but quickly ran to
the stable in the r ear of the hotel.
A couple of minutes later the -stableman came around with
the animal.
"Give the fellow a tip for his trouble," said our hero.
The prisoner promptly produced . a good half dollar and
tossed it to the stableman.
He was now r emarka bly cool, and as Char lie had removed
all the weapons he had, Wild thought th ey could run the risk
of letting him ride without being tied.
If he a tt empted to get a way h e could easily catch him, for
the horse was cer tai nly not a match for Spi tfire.
They were soon . mounted and riding slowly for the outskirts
of the town.
"Now, then," remarked Wild, turning to the prisoner, "I
want to ask you a fe w questions. What is your name, to begin
with?"
"Jack Lance}" was the reply.
· "Well, Jack Lance, where did you get the counterfeit
money?"
"From a man I bought a horse of this morning."
"Where is that man?"
"Over on the other side of the river somewhere."
"Is he a Mexican?"
"Yes."
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"If you will let me go I will tell you all I know about the ·
coiners ! "
"Ah! Jack Lance, you are coming to your senses now, "
safd Wild. " J us t t ell us all you know and then we will see
abou t Jett ing yo u go a ft erward. If th e information is worth
much we will let you go."
T he villain's ey.es brightened.
" Well, to tell you the truth, I have been shoving the queer
for the coiners," he began.
"I was certain of that."
"But I never assisted in the making of it."

"No?''

"I have simply been helping Lige Henderson to get r id of
it."
"And Henderson is laid. up with a broken arm, so you came
over to do business for him?"
"Yes. You are th e young fellow who shot Henderson fn the
arm, and broke it with the bullet?"
"I guess I am."
"Well, you want to look out for him. He swears to have
your life for what you did to him."
''I'll take my chances with him."
"Henderson is a pretty nervy sort of a man."
"So is Lore tta a. prett y nervy sort of a woman, but I rather
got th e best of them this morni ng, for all that."
"Hender son told me something ;i.bout it. Well, now are yo u
going to le t me go-I have told you all I know?"
"You haven' t quite told us all we would like to know," retorted Wild, as h e saw their camp ri ght ahead.
"Well, go ah ead and ask me anything you want to. If I can
answer it I will do so. As soon as you let me go I'm going
to leave fo r other parts. I will never come back h ere on the
Rio Grande again. The coiners would kill me if they knew I
had been telling you about them."
"Would they?" and Wild brought his horse to a standstill on
th e river bank, a few fe et from where Eben, the darky, was
fishing.
The colored boy had not left the spot since they had been
a way, and th e string of fish that he had caught showed bow
well he had been enjoying himself.
Eben Neezer 1-ooked around in surprise when he saw that
there was a third pa rty.
"You done git back soon, sah," he said to Wild.
"Yes; but you can keep right on fishing. You are welcome
to stay here as Jong as you like."
" All right, massa. I don e had putty good luck while you
has been gone."
Wild now led the horse of Jack Lance to the shade of a big
tree a few yards distant.
"So you are going to leave these parts forever, if we let you
go?" h·e asked.
"Yes, " was the reply. "I won't trust myself around the Rio
Grande any more."
"You might stay with us and help us catch the coiners."
" How are you going to catch them?" and Jack Lance showed
signs of being very much interes ted.
" I am going to set a trap for them."
"Set a trap for them? How?"
"Well, I will tell you, since you are going away from here.
Some of our Secret Service men have arranged with the Mexican officers to send a man to make friends with the coiners
and try to buy up all the counterfeit money they nave. This
man will get t hem to deliver it in a lonely part of the woods
over there, and then a who1e crowd of armed men will spring
out upon them and make them prisoners. We will be there
to ta ke a hand in it, too. You had better stay with us and act
as one of the witnesses when the trial comes up. "
"I'd rather not," replied Lane. "I don't want them to ever
see me again. Then you are all going to the other side of the
river to lay for them?"
"Yes; they, of course, would not think of coming over here. "
"Certainly not. Well, if I can go now, good-by!"
"Good-by!"
Jack Lance rode away at a rapid gait.
"Ther poor fool!" exclaimed Charlie. "Hif ll head for ther
coiners as fast as he kin an' tell them everything you said."
"That's just what I want him to do. I have set the trap
that will catch the coiners now, for they will surely come
across the river. Then we will bag them in short order."

"Do you know his name?"
"Yes; his name is Bernado Diaz."
"Bernado Diaz sold you a horse, then?"
"Yes ; he sold it to me early this morning. I paid him seventy dollars for the horse and gave him a hundred-dollar bill.
He gave me the change in silver dollars, and I had no idea
that they were bad."
"Jack Lance, I believe you are t elling a lie!"
"No, I ain't."
"Well, I believe so, anyway. What do you think about it,
Charlie?"
"I know he is Iyin'!" answered the scout.
The face of the man paled slightly.
"If you won't believe me there ls no use in me saying anything further," lie said.
"No; there is no use in your saying anything further. We
will see to it that you are taken over to the fort and Jocked
up. Then, when we catch the rest of your gang, which won't
take very long, you can make up your mind that you will
spend the best pa rt of the balance of your life in prison. You
need not say anything more."
Wild just said this to make him say more, though Jack
Lance did not think that way.
He was now thoroughly alarmed.
/
"Let me go, ·w on't you?" he asked, after a pause of a moment.
CHAPTER XI.
"That would be a rather queer thing for us to do, wouldn't
WHAT JIM DART A ND DICK BAKER LEARK ED.
it, after we have made you a prisoner and are certain that
you are one of th e men we want? I don't think we will Jet
It would have been a rather comical sight to see Jim D::u-t
and Dick Baker racin~ to escl!pc the three Ille.·icalls.
you go-not jus t yet, anyway. "
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A donkey is rather a comical-looking animal, anyhow, but
to see five of the!ll going at full speed, each carrying a man,
but adds to the humorous part of it.
It so happened that the two our friends were mounted upon
were as swift as any of the rest.
That gave them a chance.
Ou they went, the donkeys kicking and plunging along the
path through the woods at a rapid pace.
When they reached a straight part of the path Jim looked
behind and saw that their pursuers had not gained a particle.
He wondered why they did not shoot, since they were brandishing the pistols they carried, and making other threatening
moves.
But so long as they did not fire, J~m and Baker would not.
It was time enough to make a fight of it when it became
strictly necessary.
For five minutes the donkeys kept going pretty good.
Then, in spite of the free use of the whip they began to
slow down.
It was just at this moment that our friends suddenly caught
sight of the Mexicah woman.
She was not more than a hundred yards ahead, and she was
doing her level best to urge the animal she was riding to a
higher rate of speed.
But, like the ones following it, the animal had concluded
that he had done enough running for the present.
By a great effort the two managed to catch up with her.
"Don't stop/ whispered Jim. "We will ride right past her,
and then she will not suspect that we are following her."
"All right," answered Baker, and then, as Loretta came to a
halt and glared at them defiantly, they shot past her, as though
they were fleeing for their lives.
The woman looked at them in astonishment, and her face relaxed into a smile of satisfaction. Jim suggested a halt as
soon as they were out of hearing.
"Let's tie the donkeys and go back on foot," he said. "We
might be able to learn something."
"You have a great head, Jim," retorted the detective. "I was
going to suggest that very thing."
Turning to the left, they found a convenient spot to tie
the horses, and then they started back, keeping close to the
edge of the path.
They soon heard voices.
The three Mexicans who had been pursuing them were
talking in low tones to Loretta.
They worked their way a little closer and could soon see
them.
.
That they we're very friendly was evident by the way they
were talking.
"Those three fellows belong to the gang of coiners," said
Baker.
"I guess that's right," answered Dart.
"I am sorry we can't understand their language."
''It would help us a great deal if we could."
"Well, we will have to follow them, that's all."
"Yes. They are going now. It is evident that the three men
were hurrying to catch up with the woman when they came
in sight of us. Now, let's get back to our mounts and wait
till they pass."
They hurried back and had just reached the spot where the
donkeys were when they heard the four riders coming.
The next moment they went past on a sharp trot, the rested
animals being satisfied to pick up their gain again.
.
"They are not very sharp, or they would have noticed the
hoofmarks of the donkeys leading in here," whispered Jim.
'.'They must think we were simply stealing the donkeys,"
said Baker.
That was about tho only conclusion to draw.
A couple of minutes later our two friends mounted and
started to follow the woman and the three men.
They kept a sharp watch, for it might be that they would
lay in wait and ambush them.
The ground being soft in the woods, the trail was an easy
one to follow.
Dart and Baker kept on following it till they figured that
they must have ridden morn than ten miles.
Then they began to grow a little anxious.
Two minutes later they saw the waters of the Rio Grande
shining In the s11n.
They were approaching the river.
In another minute they came upon a road that s!:.owtd signs
of being tra.velctl a great <lE:al.
Then lhey su.w a village ahead.

It was a much larger one than they had been in after crossing the river, and seemed to be 1,un on more of an American
plan.
"The coiners are in that village," said Baker. "Of that there
is no doubt."
"Yes; and as these donkeys do not belong to us, we had better not go there with them."
"I'll tell you what we will do! " exclaimed the detective,
when he had spent half a minute in deep thought.
"What?"
"You stay back here in the woods, and I will go into the village and try to learn if the coiners are really there. "
"Won't the woman know you if she should see you?"
"I'll change my appearance a little. That's easy enough,"
and, dismounting, Baker took off his ragged linen coat and
pulled a soft hat of a light color from one of the pockets.
"I'll go in my shirt sleeves, and with this hat I guess they
won't know me."
"Good! I'll wait here with the donkeys."
The detective started boldly for the village, trudging along
as though he was very tired.
In ten minutes he had reac:hed the heart of it.
He went into the first public place he saw and sat down at a
table.
·
He ordered a drink, and just as it was brought to him who
should come in but Lige Henderson and a Mexican, whom he
felt certain was Bernado Diaz, from the description Wild and
Charlie had given of. him.
The cafe was near the bank of the river and in plain sight
of Baker was a ferry dock.
He sat there for some time, the two counterfeiters having
taken seats at another table, and took in everything that was
transpiring.
In about ten minutes a flat-boat came across the river and
landed some passengers.
One of them was a fancy-looking horseman, who promptly
rode up to the cafe and dismounted.
The man was no other than Jack Lance.
The villain had ridden hard after ·leavJng Young Wild Wild
and Cheyenne Charlie, and he had come across at the first opportunity.
The face of the villain lighted up when he saw Henderson
and Diaz.
·
·
He sat down at the table, and, after looking around the room
to make sure that no one was listening, began talking earnestly
to the coiners in a very low tone.
The two men were greatly interested in what he said, and
they shrugged their shoulders and nodded their heads at a
great rate.
Though Baker was apparently watching what was taking
place on the little dock at the ferry, he was really straining
his ears to hear what they were talking about.
He managed to catch now and then a word, and finally he
gleaned enough to know that they were going to cross the
Rio Grande in the flat-boat after midnight that night, and take
everything they had with them.
"We'll show Young Wild West that this trap of his'n won't
work," he heard Henderson say, with a chuckle, and then the
three got up and left the place.
The detective thought he had learned enough for the present.
He was delighted.
He now fe lt that the coiners would be caught with the greatest of ease.
But he must get back to Jim as soon as possible, so they
could hurry back to the camp on the other side of the Rio
Grande, and be r eady for the coi;nterfeiters when they came
across.
Fifteen minutes later he had left the town in a casual way,
and soon got back to Jim.
He quickly told the boy what he had learned, and then much
eiated they started back for the v!llage by the way they had
come.
It was late in the afternoon when they got there, and leaving the animals where they had found them, they walk13d pa.st
the ruins of the burned building-for it had burned to the
ground-and made for the river bank.
No one offered to interfere with them, and presently they
were negotiating with a man to take them across.
It was just sunset when they walked into the camp, and
found Wild and Charlie busy frying some fish for supper.
"It is a good thing that you came back just as you did,"
said Young Wild West. "We were going to start out to look
you up as soon as we had eaten something. Learned anything?"
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"A whole lot," answered Dick Baker.
"Well, we haven't been altogether idle on this side of the
river."
'l.'hen they sat down and compared notes.
Wild smiled when he beard of how the horseman had crossed
the river in a flat-boat and sought out the two coiners.
"I think it was their intention to cross over to this side,
anyway," said Baker. "We learned, when we first went across,
that Diaz had moved, and that he was probably going to take
up his residence in the United States."
"Well, that might be, but Jack Lance has put a clinch on
their coming over . . Now, I wonder if the four of us can manage to scoop them in when they come over?"
"We had better get some help, I think."
"Well, get half a doz!;ln men from the fort, then. And I
think you had better have the man at the supply store arrested. He will be needed as a witness, you know."
"I will go over to the fort as soon as I have cleaned myself
up and eaten a little. Then I will arrange the whole thing.
I am going to let you be the leader in it, though, Wild. You
have done more than any of the rest of us to catch the coiners,
and you came pretty near being killed in a horrible manner by
them. You will lead in the capture of them to-night."
"All right. If you want me to, I will try and make it a success. I think I can enjoy a look at that Mexican woman
when we get her tied up so there is no chance of her getting
away. I will never forget the expression of her face when
ehe .gloated at me and told me my heart was to be pierced
with a red-hot iron! I will tell her of it, and tben ask how
she feels about it now."
Half an hour la t er Baker had gone over to the fort after
thP, men who were to ride up the river with them to lay for
the counterfl'iters.
·whe1'e the ferry came across to the Texas side there was
a small village occupied chiefly by Mexicans and colored
people.
It was near tbe hour of nine when Baker came back to the
camp with ;,ix mounted men.
They wore uniforms, and when Wild had thought over it
for a minute he turned to Baker, and said: ·
"What is the name of the village we are going to, anyway ?" ·
.
"Cbapulta," was the reply.
"Well, when we get to Chapulta, then, we had better let
the uniformecl men remain a little l1ehind. It might be that
they would excite suspicion and upset our plans, you know."
"All right. You are our leader. I will introduce you to
the men, and then you can tell them exactly what you want
them to do."
Baker did introduce the go,ernment men, and they all
seemed glad of the opportunity to shake hands with Young
Wild West and bis partners.
"Boys," saicl Wild, addressing all hands, "we didn't come
down h('l'e to the Tiio Grande for the purpose of hunting out
a gang of counterfeiters, but since we ha,e entered into the
thing, I wnnt to see that a thorough job is made of it. If
you will simply do as I say in this there will be no trouble,
and no lives lost-on our side, anyhow. ~Ir. Baker here bas
said that I must be the leader to-night, and I have agreed to
be. with the umler~tanding I am to be obeyed to the very
letter. Kow, then, are you all satisfied to have it that way?"
"We are!" cnmc 1he unanimous reply from the men from
the fort, Baker joining in with them.
"Then, if you are all ready, we will start."
Wild had engaged the services of Eben, the darky, to watch
th e camp for them. and he was there. ready for business, and
was apparently very proud 9f having such nn important
job.
The men from the fort were well acquainted with the village of Chapulta and the way to it, and with Young Wild
West in the lead they rode off.
"If it comes to a fight," said our hero, as he allowed Baker
to come up to his i-icle, "I think we ought to make a big
effort to take Diaz and Henderson alive, as well as the
woman."
"All right. I should like to talw them all prisoners." was
the reply. "The orders, though, arc to take them, dead or
alive, so long as we catch them on United States soil."
"It is quite likely that Diaz aml bis wife will start in to
shoot, for they are a desperate pnir. Henderson cau·t do
much, since bl!:\ right arm Is in a sling, and the ~lexican
called Padillo, and Jack Lance, will not amount to a great
deal after I once tell them to hold up the ir hands."
"They will not amount to much if they refuse to obey your
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command," said Baker. witb a laugh. "You can shoot
straighter than any man living. I belie,e."
"Oh, no! There are -lots who could do as well as I do, it
they only tried .·,
"I have vet to see one."
They kept on talkiug in this sh·ain for some time.
But when they began to near their destination they became
more silent.
•
About a mile outside of the village Wild called a halt.
He helcl a short consultatiou with the men, and found out
the lay of the land pretty well.
"There is a public place right at the edge of the village,
where the road passes," spoke up one of the men. "That
would be a good place for us uniformed fellows to wait,
while the rest of you go down to the water to wait for the
boat to come across."
"'.L'hat wlll do all right." answered Wild. "But I want to
impress it on your mind that I don't want any of you to driuk
too much while you are waiting. If you are in the habit of
taking a drink of pulque or beer now and then, why, go
ahead and do it; but don't get drunk and come to fight under
my lead, for if you clo there will surely be trouble. A man
drunk does not know how to fight, but that is the time he
always wants to fight, it seems."
·
Kone of the men appeared to be at all offen<led at this plain
talk.
They assured the boy that they would not take more than
was good for them, and then all hands rode up to the public
place.
It was not yet eleven o'clock, but Young Wild West, Cheyenne Charlie, Jim Dart and Dick Baker, did not' remain long
with the men from the fort.
They went down to the water's edge . to await tbe coming
of tbe flat-boat with the coiners and their possessions.

CHAPTER XII.
OONOLUSION.

Loretta, the wife of the Mexican coiner, had no idea that
the two Americans who bad passed her on the path through
the woods were spying upon her.
She, like the three men who had been pursuing them,
thought they had stolen the donkeys, and were simply trY1ng
to get away With them.
The animals were the property of Diaz, but bis wife could
not see the wisdom of pursuing the Americans and gaining
possession of them just then.
·
There were other things to be done.
She held a consultation with the three men, and then they
proceeded to the village from which the ferry' ran across, as
the reader lrno,Ys.
The ::lfexicans were in the employ of Diaz, and were t he
ones who circulated the counterfeit American money on the
ME'xican side of the river.
Ther had waited tlll the woman fired the house, and followed her up to shield her from pursuit.
Diaz hacl friends in the village he bad come to, as might
be supposed.
1'he metal and dies he had carted over were placed in a
barn-like structure, while he took up bis temporary quarters in the house of one w hom he could trust.
,
Loretta knew where to go, and when she got to the headquarters she was warmly received by the friends.
Padillo was idling about on guard, and h e told her that
Diaz ancl Henclerson were out taking a look around town.
"The fools!" she exclaimed. "They should stay under cover.
Don't they know that some of the prying Yankees might be
about? If we do get ca ught it will be their fault."
,vhen the two men came, accompanied by Jack Lance, half
:rn hour late, she began to scold them for going out in public.

"Ne,er mind," said her husband. "It is all right. Wait till
you hear what Senor Lance has to say." ·
The fellow who bad been taken a prisoner by Wqd, and
then let go, told how Young Wild West was going to have
them caught on the Mexican side of the river.
Then all laughed when Diaz said he had arranged to move
right over on American territory that night.
"They will never dream of looking for us there," he said.
"And when we get a few hundred mlles off we can beilA
operations in a new field. I thought Youna- WUd w-..a --
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a pret~:r shrewd young fellow, but this move of his does not
Then both lC'flPC'd from the wagon, the man running fol
show it."
the cover or a littlr gro'l"e a hundred 1'eet away, and th1
"No," answered Lorettn, with a smile.
rn!'lhing at Young ,vild West like a tigress.
, It was a few minutes to twelve 1.hat nio-ht when tile men woman
"I ,,-ill kill you, you clog of an America n!" she cried, savbegan conveyin g the tools that belonged t;' the <'Oiner~ clown agely.
"It ii; you who are re,;pom; ible for all this!"
to the river to be put aboard the flat-boat. They had to make
"Stanil. bark. yon she-fiend !" nn;1wered the boy, dodging the
several trips. and the last time they went they took their blow
shr aime<l at him. "Drop tnat knife! Yon cannot
horses and donkeys.
Psc-ape. and you kno,v it."
The un~ainly craft was finally landed on the other side,
But she di<l not heed whnt he said.
and then the coiners went ashore.
Iler only thought was to kill him, it seemed. and when
The various applianc es used in the manufac ture of the sh<' made a rush the nPxt time ·w11a gave
a nod to Cheyenne
spurious coins was in sacks, and when the stuff had all been Charlie.
landed they began to figure on getting to an out-of-th e-way
The scout knew ,vl.lat it meant. an<'! as quick as lightning
place before daylight.
be sprang upon tbe woman and seized her by the arms.
It was just at that moment that four forms suddenly apBut he was not qnlr·k enough to preYent
from turning
peared on the shore and got right among them before they th e knife upon bcr"elf, and she dropped at her
bis feet, welterrealized where they had come from.
rug in her own blood.
:.'IIeauwllile, ,Jim Dart and Dic·k Bal.:cr bad started in pur"So you have walked Into my trap, have you?" . uddenly
said the voice of Young Wild West. "Well, you don't know isuit of Diaz.
The coiner was making a desp r rnte attempt to escape, and
how glad I am to see you on the America n side of the river.
Now, then, be kind enough to stand right still and hold up he ran with a speed that was lJorn of despair.
your bands!"
Bake1• called upon him to halt, lrnt he refused to
it, and
Each of our four friends held a pair of revolvers leveled seeing that be was going to get a way, vVild sprang do
upon the
at the villains, and no matter which way they looked, they back or bis horse and started in pursuit.
saw no way of escape.
Diaz h1d run through the grove, and was now making over
Young Wild \Vest bad seen to It that all chance of their a level stretch in the direction of the ri'l"er.
taking to the river was prevente d. and the only way they
Wild saw that be ·would just about reach the bank ahead
could make a dash would be straight for the heart of the of him.
little village.
Spitfire was gaining rapidly.
Young Wild West bad bis lariat whirling now, and It would
But the six men from the fort were but a hundred yards
soon go shooting through the air.
away, and all they waited for was a whistle from Wild.
P.emado Diaz reached the bank, ancl. was just about to leap
"To perdition with them!" cried Bernado Diaz, in Spanish.
into the water, when- "Men, if we must die, let us die fighting for our freedom! "
Whiz!
Then be made a dash at Young Wild West, clutching a
The snnky coils of the lariat settlf:'d nbout his body, and
long-blad ed knife.
At that moment Wild gave the signal for the men to come though he made a vain effort to shake It off, it was there to
to the scene, and then he deftly knocked the knife from the stay.
There was a quick jerk and be fell back upon the bank.
Mexican 's band.
But the vlllain was not conquere d yet.
"Oh, no!" be exclaime d. "Senor Diaz, that is the second
He
got upon his feet, and once more made an attime you tried to stick a knife in me. Just take that, and tempt quickly
to escape.
then you w111 be stlll for a while!"
But Young Wild West knew bow to handle a man after he
There was a dull thud, and the butt of Wild's revolver
lassoed him.
struck the coiner on the bead, felling him like an ox in the had
He swung bis horse around quickly, ancl once more Diaz
shambles .
went to the ground, this time being dragged a dozen feet bebia.z was the only one to put up a fight, it seemed, ancl fore he knew what bad bap11ened to him.
when the uniforme d men arrived the rest were quickly made
Then ·wnd diRmonnted. and soon macl.e him a prisoner.
prisoners.
Then it was that Bernaclo Diaz wilted.
"Get them disarmed ," said Wild, as be saw the men tying
Ile went back to the place where the rest were waiting as
the bands of the captives behind their backs. "Don't leave so meekly as a lamb.
much as a penknife In their possessio n. We are going to run
There is not much more to add to the story of Young Wild
no risks in this business. Dick, you bacl better see to get- West on the Rio Grande.
ting a yoke of oxen to take the goods we have captured to
Suffice It to say that be stayed there long
to see
Eagle Pass. We may as well go right ahead with the job the counterf eiters tried and convicted , and toenough
re ceive the
and make a finish of it."
voucher from the governm ent for bis part of the reward that
"All right," repl! ed Baker, and be .at once went away in bad been offered.
the company of one of the men who was acquaint ed in the
This he di-veded equally wllh Charlie ancl ,Jim, and then,
nfter getting two more carloads of horses, they set out for
place.
In half an hour they came back with a big wagon drawn "·es ton.
by oxen, and another smaller one with a team of horses
'fhe day they went Lem Pickard brought another bad
broncb·o to him.
hitched to it.
The counterf eiting apparatu s was placed in the former, and
"Kin yer ride this feller afore you go to Dakoty? " the
the prisoners In the latter.
hon;e dealer asked .
Wild looked at bis watch.
Then they set out for Eagle Pass.
"I guess I have just about time enough to break that felIt was slow traveling with the oxen, and it was daylight
low, '' he retorted.
when they arrived.
"\Yell, I'd like to get square with yer afore yer go, so I'll
Baker at once rode over to the fort and returned with the
jest bet you a hundred you can't ride him Inside of ten
officer in charge.
"Here are the Mexican coiners," he said, "and here is the minutes. "
"I'll take :vonr bet."
parapher nalia they used to make the counterf eit money. You
'.rwo minutes later Young Wild West was on the back o:r
can give the credit of it all to Young Wild West. colonel!"
·'Don't give me all the credit," said Wild, bowing modestly the fractious horse.
In just five minutes he bad brought the animal to terms,
to the colonel. "Just say that I h elpecl. you along with the
and was riding him about In a circle.
job."
Then our friends bade good-by to the Rio Grande, and went
"Never mind about that," said the officer. "It bas been
settled that in cnse you secured the capture of the co'iner s back to the Black Hills.
you were to receive half the reward that the governm ent
offered for them, dead or alive. Now, then, I guess we will
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
take them all over to the fort and lock them up till we bear AND SITTING BULL; OR, SAVING A
TROOP OF CA Vfrom our superiors ."
ALRY. "
As they were about to turn for the fort Loretta managed
to get her hands free In some manner, and quickly whipping
a knife from lier bosom, severed the bonds that held her
husband helpless before any one knew what had happened .
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aJRRENT f'IBWS
If a man is as old as he feels, Eli AYcry, cf Centralia,
Kan., must be about forty years )'Oungcr than the eightyfour years the family Bible says he is. He has built a cement-retaining wall eighty feet long anc1 four feet high
around his residence property at Gofl', mixing the concrete
and doing all the work himself.

It is estimated that three anu a half million wooden
poles used by electric companies in this country requir e
renewal each year. These poles are perfectly sound except
at the grnund line: and as it costs more to renew a pole
than to set a new pole, a scheme of reinforcing the poles
with concrete has recently been devised. It consists in
bridgii;ig the weakened pa.rt with reinforcing rods driven
into the pole above and below the decayed portion. Concrete is then molded around the pole over the reinforcing
rous. In this way the pole can be rendered even stronger
than it was originally and at very little expense.

.Mymccides, an ancieut caner, was so proficient in microscopic mechanism that he made an ivory ship, with all its
decks, masts, yards, rigging and sails, in so small a compass that it might have been hidden under the wing of a
:fly. He also made a chariot with four wheels and as many
harncPsed horses, which took up scarcely more room tllan
Despite repeated public warnings, motorists all over the
the ship.
c01mtry .are continually inveigled .into purchasing so-called
mcmhershi p.s in "automobile leagues" and "associations"
Leo Stillway, the fifteen-ycar-o cl son of E. 0. Stillway, which are formed for the sole purpose of getting the mohas the prour1 distinction of killing one of the largest deer torist's $5 or $10 membership fee. The American Autoever slain in Montana, or at least ever bronght to Helena. mobile Association has finally taken up the matter officialThe animal when hung measured nearly tm,lve feet from ly, and hereafter wjJl take vigorous steps against any and
fore leg to hind leg, a.nd weighs in the neighborhood of all promoters of such "leagues'' and "co-operative associ,a300 pounds. It was killed on the Big Barefoot, nearly tions." Motorists who have subscribed to such fraud
leagues, or who have been approached by solicitors for
ninety miles from Helena.
them, are requested to notify the respective State or local
J apanese horses wear sa11c1als of rice straw, bundles of automobile club affiliated with the American Automobile
which are attached to the saddle, to be renewed when neces- Association .
sary. 'rhe Iceland peasant shoes his pony with sheep's
horn. In the upper Oxus valleys horncshocs made of the'
United States army officers are in charge of the work of
antlers of the mountain deer, fastened with horn pins, are clearing on a recently purchased tract of sever al t housand
employed . Horses in the Souda.n go in their stocking feet; acres of timber land near Lakehurst, N, J ., which is to be
their socks are of camel-skin.
used for the testing apd proving of high explosive shells
arid other munitions of war. T he men now cut ting down
I'he Madras Government has offered a $350 reward for trees and level ing the ground number upwar d of 200.
the destruction of a tiger which has created panic in the Others arc putting up shacks fo r shelter of more workmen.
Ganjam villages, 11aving in the last three years killed up- They are under the direction of J. W . White and F . W.
ward of 150 persons, carrying some qf them off from Coslett, sergeants in the engineers' corps. None but Ameriamong banrls of twenty or thirty men. A reward of $80 cans are being employed. The examining foreman is David
previous]:, offered liad proved inadequate, local shikaris be- Curtis, of Lakewood, formerly a private in the United
ing afraid to approach the cr':)aturc's halmts .
States army, who was in Mexico at t he time of t he t r ouble
at Vera Cruz.
In the Island of Madagascar zebus form an important
element of agricultural wealth . In the northern and northOne of the most notable discoveries regar di ng the early
western parts of the island large herds of these animals are
history of Peru has r ecently been made by Hewitt Myring,
r aised, but they are found more or less abundantly in all
an English antiquarian . He, coll ected 2,000 specimens of
parts of Maclagascar. .After crossing with European cattle
pottery and weapons of the ancient Peruvians. Remains
the bump of the zebu disappears, and the yield of milk is
and relics of the early inhabitants of Peru, which are said
increa~ed, but the meat of the uncrossed zebu is superior.
by arcbmologists to date from 4000 to 7000 B. 0 ., were
fo nnd by Mr. Myring under an old I ncas bu rying ground
Hunters retu:ming to Duluth, Minn ., from the woods de- when he was exploring in the mountains about 200 miles
clare the present big game i'Cason in northern Minnesota is inlapd from Lima. Each grave contained the r emains of
an extraordinarily good one and that more moose ancl deer , food and glazed clay jugs. The most valuable portion of
have been sbot this fall than in many years prcviorni. The this discovery of antiquities consists of the great urns, some
woods are quiet and the weather has been good. Approx- of them six feet long. and so heavy t hat it r equir ed three
imately 9,000 hunters from various parts or the country men to carry them. They were fo und buried beside mumtook to the woods in SL Louis County, Minn ., alone . Hunt- mies, and the majority of them had the features of the
ing fatalities have been fow cdrnparec.l with previous sea- dead man or woman delicately carved either on the upper.
sons.
pa.it of the urn or on a solid stand b«meath.
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Charley, ~he Cattle King
-OR-

THE BOY WHO OWNED THE RANGE
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER V (continued)

After it was over Charley talked a little while with the

In a short time the cattle were safe on the upland, anc1 cowboys, and then went off tp the place he had seleGted,
by the time Charley, with Long To:i;n, .Dismal Dick, and
one 01· two otb'ers got back again the water was flowing in
at the gates of the corral
But this ended it.
The rise went no further. The water had reached its
greatest height.
As it proved, i.t would 11ave been safe to leave the cattle
in the corral.
r['hat night Charley put in wrapp,ed in a pair of blaukets,
stretched on the ground by a campfire.
The place chosen was on the upland, at the base of
Round Butte, about a quarter of a mile from tHe point
·
where the water came clown.
It was ten o'clock when Charley announ(;ecl bis intention
of turning in.
The clay had been a busy one.
In the afternoon he hacl ridden down to some of tlH'
other corrals with Long Tom and Dismal Dick;' who introduced him to the cow,boys who were there, antl whom
they met in charge of the varions herds as they rode
along.
Altogether, they revered something like forty miles going and coming, and not once was Charley off the land ineluded in the great Catherwood range.
During this ride Charley kept silent most of the time.
His .answers to questions put were always courteous, but
he maintained a proper resene and dignity, which was his
only proper course.
DrP,ssed in a rough coat and a big white hat, which
Sanely Spencer m::imgecl to find for him, he looked his
business a little more than when he landed at Round Butte
station.
His reception by the cowboys of the outlying corrals, we
may say right here, was anything but cordial.
His sudden appearance among thllm unannounced was
perhaps unfortunate.
In each case Long Tom did the explaining.
It ,vas evident that the cowbovs
of Round Butte ra,no-e
•
b
did not relish the idea of being ruled by a boy cattle king.
By the time Charley returned the water had begun to
fall, and there was every appearance· of an immediate improvement in the situation.
.
Sandy Spencer had prepared a fine supper, and a the
night was mild it was no hardship to sit down on the grass
and eat it.
.

\

· built his own fire, and remained by himself until be was
reany to turn in.
"How can I ever stand it alone here?" he asked himself,
as he lay lookir,g up at the stars and staring at the dark
wall of the butte, which towered above him. "If I bad
only brought some fellow along for company. I can't trust
these men. ,WW the exception of Tom I don't doubt for
an im,bnt that every one of them hate me. I think the
first thing to-morrow I'll ride over to Vista City and see
how it woulc1 do to fake up my quarters there and go back
and fortl1 _morni11g ,and night."
It .was the loneliness of his situation which prompted the
thought.
As · will be seen later, Charle.)' knew all about life on a
9ati.lc ran ge., aud be was well aware that if he expected to
suc;reerl he must tumble right in with his men and rough
it with the rest.
At elc,·en o'dock he was still awake, listening to the musue of a banjo, playecl by Dismal Dick, and very well, too.
The next he knew he was suddenly awakened out of a
dream of his old home in St. Louis by a touch on his fo.reheacl.
Starting up be saw bending over him a cowboy who held
a revolver in his hand.
It sent a cold chill all over him.
It seemed for the moment that his heart had ceased to
beat.
"Who are you?" he gasped, for it was too dark to see the
fellow's face, bnt when he tried to rise up his strength
failed him.
Actually he was so startlecl that he could not move.

CHAPTER VI.
A STARTLING DISCLOSURE

"Don't be scart, boss! "It's only me!''
Oh, what a relief!
The voice was that of Long Tom Leathers.
Charley's eyes had accustomed themselves to the darkness. He recognized the cowboy now.
"Oh, it's you, Tom!" he :rnanaged to blurt out, and then
he would have raised himself, but. Leathers put out his
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hand and pushed l1im back, at the same time stretching
himself out upon the ground beside him.
•
"You were scart for fair," he said. "Own up, now?"
"And why not?" Wouldn't you have been if you were
in my place?"
"I reckon I would. I ought to l1ave put up the revolver.
It wasn't intended for you, bo s, but for your enemies, and
I want you to understand that you have got a lot of 'em
on this hyar range."
·
"It is somethino- to know that I have one friend, then,"
replied Charley, turning over on his right side, which
brought him £acing •rom.
"You have, and his name is Leathers."
"I know it. It's all right, Tom. I know you wouldn't
be here now except for a good reason."
''You're right there. I'm suppo eel to have gone down to
the corral. I had deuce of a. time crawling up bere on
my hands and knees. It's lucky we are down in a hollow so
I can't be seen."
.
"Out with it, Tom. Don't keep me in suspense. Do the
boys mean to do me right up at the start?"
"No, that hain't the game. It wouldn't avail them nothing, for in that case they might all get into trouble. I've
got something to tell what I thought you ougJ1t to know,
and I came to tell it. You can't c1o nothing about it,
though."
"We'll see ahont that," said Charley, quietly. "Fire
away, Tom, but let me tell you -right here and now that
you won't lose anything through standing by me."
"That's all right. I'd do it for you because you have
shown yo11relf a plucky fellow and true blue, but I do it
for your father's sake, too. He picked me up a bum in the
streets of St. Louis and sent me out here and made a man
of me. I won't stand by and see Colonel 'l'om Catherwood's soon rheatcd out of his own."
"My father always spoke well of you, Tom. He told me
many a time that you were the most faithful fellow on the
range. Bu~ do get dowu to business. We are losing
time."
"Oh, thar'R time enough," replied Tom, with exasperating slowness. "It will be four o'clock afore they come."
"Before who come?"
"Navajos.''
"Thunder! Are we to be ,attacked by Indians?"
"It's a put-up joh, Charle:·-boss, I mean."
"C'harlev will do when we are alor.c."
"Hight, ·but it won't do with the gang. You must keep
your dignity or they won 't respect you, and that's what
they have got to be made to do if ever you hope to run
this range."
" Tom, if you don't come to the point I shall do somet hing desperate. Tell me all without further delay."
"Waal. b'gosh, that's what I'm a-trying to do," drawled
T om. "It's this way. After you went to sleep Pete Michaeh; came sneaking back. I believe on my soul he's
sorry he went off in a huff, but he's a bad one, and as
proud as a peacock. I'll tell you the hull story, Charley.
Pete hain't so much jealous as he is connivin'. He's been
coining monev hyar selling stork on the sly lo 8anta Jl'c
traders what ~encl uµ men to nm it off the range. He's
bound yo11 shal l fall down in this hya r undertaking of
iours-he sait.l HO, right out plaiu, afore yo u came, and for

a

the la~t hour he has been over by the fire talking the boys
over to his sicJc. I reckon thar hain't one. of them ready
to· stancl by you except me, unless it may be Dismal Dick,
and he hain'i no good if it comes to a fight, for he's the
worst hand at a gun what ever drawcd breath, and a whole
lot of a. coward, too."
To hmry 'l~orn seemed hopeles . Charley saw that there
was nothing fo r it but to possess his soul in patience and
wait.
"Yas,' continued Long Tom, "that's it. -Pete thinks
he's won us all over. He means to strike you right and
left wherever he can. His first game is to turn that there
i'iaml of renegade Navajos and half-breeds what have taken
np their quarters in the Red Molmtain on to you. Went
straight up to their camp after he left here. He means
that you sliall lose this hyar three humlred head at the
very start out, so as to queer you with the executors. They
are ;:oming clown at about four o'clock, and all the boys
have promised to go on the run after a fake resistance. Of
cour ·c, me anrl Dick can't do nothing to prevent it, and
anyhow I hain't sure of Dick. There hain't no way of
stopping it. T hought I'd come up and tell you, though.
Best thing you can do is to hike over to Santa Fe, swear
out a wanant against him, and have him arrested, I think,
Now, you know the wust, Charley, and whatever you decide
to do about it I'll help you in-that's all I can say."
·
Here was a revelation.
Charley lay still for a few minutes pondering upon what
ho had heard.
"Tom," he said at last.
"Hello?"
"What t ime is it?"
"A little after midnight."
"Is Michaels there yet?"
"No. He went off half an hour ago."
"To join the Indians?"
"No; he made out he was going to Vista City, but you
can't believe a word he says." •
"You are sure he don't mean to come back again, however?"
"Uc won't . come back just yet. At least, that 's what he
sairl."
'"l'om, do :you think you could sheak a couple of horses
out of the camp without the boys seeing them?"
"If you want to ll, e a couple of horses you don't have to
sneak 'em out of the camp. T hey are half a mile from
byar, anyhow. \Ye could easily get to them without being
seen."
"And lead them fu rther around the butte, mount and be
off without being discovered?"
"Yes; I think all t hat could be done, but what's your
game?"
"To go for help."
" Whar? You can't get it in Vista City."
"How about o. 5 ?"
"The corral we struck fust this afternoon ? Waal, I
dunno."
"Of roursc, the boys there are all under Pete Michaels'
tlrnmb juRt a~ much as these fellows are, but I suppose
they don ·t know of the intended attack."
('l'o be continued)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
TRAVEL 2,400 MILES TO UT'l'EH TWO WORDS.
· Up from Honclnras, by land and sea, through climates
hot ancl cold , in ships and in sleeping cars, traveling for
days and coYering 2,100 mile~, came Haphae l Conn, treasnrcr of the Bluefielcls Steamship Company, to Philadelphia. to utter these two solemn words: "Yes, sir ..,
Ile c::ime as a witness in his company's suit against the
United Fruit Company for $15,000,000 damages for ruination of the plaintiff's busine s.
Conn waited around Philad elphia for five clays until his
turn on the witness stand. 'l'hl'n one of the fourteen lawyers for the Bluefi.elds Company gazed at Conn, showed
him important-looking papers, abcl dcrnancled: "Is that
your Pignature,?"
ARTIFICIAL PEARLS.
"Y e3, sir," replied the witness.
Large artificial pearls have heen made by filling thin
"Thank you, that is all," said the attorney.
glass bulbs with a solution oJ fish sca le nacre and they are
very clever imitations. An easy way to detect them is to
note the spot where the bulb was sealed . Liesegang has
CfTY TIED "GP BY Sl~ GLE THUXDERBOLT.
now made artificial pearls by another method. The glase.
When the gu_v wire of a pole carryiug the trunk line
bulb is coated on the inside with 10 per cent. gelatine so- feeder:; of the electric ligl1t and power service of Knoxville,
lution, allowed to dry only partially and then a smaJ l Tenn., was struck by lightning, the fa lling pole carried
amount of sodium phosphate added and the coating dried with it nineteen other poles, and did a most th9rough job
very slowly. The iridescence is an optical phenomenon of tying up the electric service of the city, says Popular
oaused by minute wrinkles, parallel, formed on the gela- :Mechanics. As a re3ult of this thunderbolt, which was
tine.
the only one that did any d[lmage in a stonn of moderate
inte11Sity, the rntire city with the exception oE a small secticn served by auxiliary po\Yer was without current for
RUSSIANS CAPTURE GL\.~T.
Among the German prisoners captured recently by the two clays ancl two nights. In L'csiclences supplied with gas,
Russians was Schwartzheim, who used to be wrestler and or 0U1er methods o_f lighting were resorted to and canstrong _man in the circus at B_er~in fo1: ~ nm'.1ber of years., cl:cs imrnediatelv jnmpecl iuto the greatest_ demand . SoHe weighs 504 pounds, and smce he JOmccl 1,he army hacl crnl events hatl to he called off, lodge rncctrngs were postbeen the terror of his battalion. When the Russians put poned , moving picture shows were closed, ancl business genthe hooks ·on the big Gennan, which occurred during the crally '-''as carried on under the greatest difficulties, until
advan ce on Volhynia, he started to stri ke fear into the the linemen, working day and night, were able to restore
hearts of his captors and was having his own way urltil a the service.
Cossack cavalryman came along and sized up the situation
Like a flash, the Cossack drew his schabla or saber and ga\'e
!i,253,885 IN NEW YORK.
the Teuton a slap of it flat on the hack. In an instant
New York City now has a population of 5,253,885, acthe German whimpered and be w~s glad to be led away cording to the police census which has just been completed.
with the other prisoners.
The compilation is exclusive of persons living on Blackwell's, Wftrd's, Hart's, Governor's, Randall's or Riker's
CUSTER'S .RED SCOUT TO E~D DAYS IN SOUTH. islanfls, as against the total of 5,009,112 reported at the
· Whitecloud, Pamunkey chief, has returned to the hunt- completion of the State census in July.
The police census was ta.ken at the request of the Board
ing grounds of his fathers . He passed through Richmond,
H ea 1th, which before the State census this year propheof
exhe
where
Reservation;
Va., bound for the Pamunkey
pects to spend his last days in peace, after a troublous sied a population of 5,806,532 for New York City, and the
figures will be sent to Health Commissioner Emerson. The
c:ueer.
Whitecloud, now seventy-nine years old, left this State results obtained by the police census, added to the populain 1871, going to Fort Riley, Kan., and later to Colorado, tion in New York City outside of this city, show that the
where he was employed as a scout for Colonel Joseph State has now. 9,961,483 inhabitants.
The popnlation by boroughs, according to police and
Hooker, of the Ninth United States Cavalry. After serving more than two years with Colonel H ooker, Whitecloud State statistics, is as follows : Manhattan-Police 2,295,was transferred to the comman<l of General Custer, and 761, State 2,103,206: Kings-Police 1,825,534, State
led his brigade up the Pl atte Valley to the battle oE the 1,803 .191; Bronx-Police 649.726, State 612,493 / RichLittle Big Horn. Wbitecloucl, known then as Girurd, es- mond-Police 03,631, State 94-, 571; Queens-Police 389,233, State 395,651.
caped through the cunning of his horse.

18,871,957 SAW FAIR.
T he total attendance of the Panama-Pacific E xposition,
which closed Dec. 4, was 18,871,957, accordi11g to an official announcement. The last day was the record day for
admissions, 458,558 persons having passed through the
turnstiles.
Workmen hegan immediately the dismantling of the various foreign and State buildings and exhibition palaces.
A few of the amusement concessions will continue to oper•ate, it was said, for a short time, but for the most part tbe
exhibitors began arrangements for an early departure from
the gro unds.
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P OF T H E RIP=RAPS
- OR~

l'H E GHO STS OF GROG GY l1A RBOR
I

By DICK ELLISO N
(A SE11IAL STORY)

CHAPTE R VIII (continued )
"Don't stand on any ceremony with me. rm onl y Retta,
and you can call me so. My father was called to London
on bminess. vVe were at Antwerp. His ship was an old
oil carrier, called the Corsican Brothers. She had to go
on the dry dock. There were reasons why I could not go
to London, so father sent me home on the Penguin with
his friend, Captain Merriman . Rip, I .am afraid I am the
only one of all on board left alive, but it was their own
fault."
"Of course it was," said Rip. "The captain must have
been a lunatic to come inside the ,bar ou a night like
this."
"I think he had his reasons, and I think you kn ow what
those reasons were."
"Smugglin g diamonds? "
"Yes."
"I know nothing about it. It was only by accident I
happened to be in that boat."
"I saw ycu wiLh the ma.n in tl1 c mask. I had suspected
before what it all meant. Tlien I knew. What became of
that man?"
"He was drowned, I tl1ink. 'I'hc boat upset when the
big blow came."
"Who wa s he?"
"I'm sure I don't know. I was captured. by him and
made to pull him out t~ the Penguin. I'll tell you all
about it·by ancl by. ,\no was that man with you on the
crate?"
"The second mate. I don·t know his name. The ship
must have broken her back when we went on the rip-raps.
Anyway, she parted and sank so suddenly that there was
hardly time fur anything. 1'wo boats were launchecl, but
the sailors rnade a rush fo r them, and I saw on e of them
swamped a minute later with all on board. Captain Merriman was trying t o get tl1 c other ouL when t he crash ·amc.
his
T he mate i ltre1r the c·ratc into the sea and took mr
arms and j um r ed. H e was a brave fellow, Hip. But fo r
him I should he <l ead noll', and yet I hacl to see him swallowecl up by that awful sea."
Hetta buried her fa ce in her hand s, and for a few minute,: secml'c1 to be quite overcome.
"Tt wa s terribl e," i'Ui<l Hip. "I. don't wond er you feel
bud.' .
''To think that they ,rcre all al ive last night and now,
e: c-epting me, cven 1 onf' i ~ probably cl oad."
"ir c won' t think of it. Let us talk of ~omething else.

iu

H ere we are way out on this sand-spit. The question is,
how are we ever going to get ashore ?"
"I know it," said Retta. " I have been out taking a look
around. I haven't the faintest idea, how we are ever going to get ont of here. What is that land way off in the
ch stunce on the left?"
"Oh, that is the south shore of Long Island."
"Yes? How far down are we?"
"Pretty well down toward Sag Harbor. Holloway's is
the nearest town. 'I'hat is where I live."
"I don't kno·w the place. I don't know much about this
part of the country, anyhow. How do you propose to get
·
ashore?"
"I haven't any idea. I suppose there will be a fishing..
boat come our way sooner or later."
"We might have t o stay here all day."
"Yes, and all night, too. We have just got to make the
best of it. There is· uo other way. Have you friends who
will worry about you when they hear the ship is wrecked?"
"No; there is no one but my father. I shall want faj
cable him at London just as soon as I get the chance."
They talked on until the breakfast was :finished. \
Retta did not ask Rip about himself.
Rip thought she took it for granted that he was one
of the smugglers.
H e did not like to tell about the Black Hand and the
ghosts of Groggy Harbor, so he concluded to say nothing
unless Retta questioned him, and she did not do that .
Soon aiter the breakfast was over they walked out upon
the beach.
Retta asked all about t!1e life-saving st ation and how it
came to be abandoned as they walked along the beach.
Rip told her all lie knew about it, and then she_ asked
·
wh ere the place was he had rescued her.
"Just below here," said Rip. "Do you want to
see it ?"
"Yes; T should like to. We might as well walk that
way as any other."
"Why not? We can walk on to the end of the spit aiterwa rrl. P erhaps we shall find some of the wreckage from
the ship."
The snow had about di sappeared above high-water mark,
for t he sun was good and hot, considering the time of
year.
Rip looked 0:fl' t oward H olloway's, but it was too fu
for him to see much.
Inga l's I sland and the old buildings were in plain si~t,

I
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but Rip could not see any one moving about at Groggy
Harbor.
"ire might be here for a week," he said to himself. "I
don't doubt that old Dan has given me up for dead, and
the smugglers think the same thing probably. What on
earth is to come out of it all, I don't know."
"Here's the place, Retta," he added aloud. "There, see
the rope. It was right there where you lay in the sand,
and-oh! Great Scott! What is this?"
Rip made an excited dash down the beach.
It was low tide, and the rollers were mere babies compared with the night before.
"What is the matter with him?" thought Retta, as she
saw Rip plunge up to his knees in the water and clutch at
something which was being tumbled about by the surf.
I

CHAPTER IX.
IiJP AND THE DIAMONDS.

What Rip got hold of was a little bale done up in the
best of gunny cloth,. and tied with strong cords.
It was the identical bale which the captain of the
wrecked Penguin had thrown down into the boat to No. 3.
Retta had been too often at sea not to understand something of what .it meant when Rip brought it up out of the
·
water.
"Now you have got your feet wet," she exclaimed, with
a rogui sh look in her eyes. "Is that little ha.le worth it,
Rip?"
"]:1erhaps you know better than I do. I never saw the
inside of it," replied Rip.
"How should I know? I never saw the inside of it,
either."
''Well, I'll just mention that it came off of your ship,
anff was thrown into our boat."
"It was? So I thought . I'm no smuggler, Rip, although I hare seen a good lot of it done in my time."
Rip took off his shoes and stockings, wrung out the water, and lay them on the sand to dry.
"Aren't you going to open it?" asked R etta. "Don't
you want to know what is inside?"
"I was wondering wl1ether I did or not."
"H it was me I should."
"I can't get it out of my head that you do know something, at least."
"There you are mistaken, for I know nothing. I was
not in this smuggling game, but, as I told you before, I
have often seen it clone, and when I see the signs I know
what they mean."
"Would you open it if you were me?"
"I w011ld. I think you have a perfect right to. You
are not supposed to know what there is in the bale. There
is noboily alive who can prove that you ever saw it before.
They can't hol 11 yon for smuggling unless you are fool
enough to talk too much; and, as for stealing, I am here
to bear witness that you put everything back into the
.
bale just as you take it, out."
"Ycfo are a regular sea lawyer," said Rip. "I think I'll
take your aclvice."

They walked back toward the hut together, Rip carrying his preci0us bale.
"It has no weight at all," he said. "I wonder what
there is in it ?"
"Can't you guess?" repli ed R etta.
Rip looked at her m ocking face .
Of course he had not forgotten No. 3's dying words.
He wanted to draw the girl out. if possible, for, secretly,
he was satisfied that she knew all about the bale.
"I can guess a lot of things,'' said Rip.
"No, but I mean just what I say. Can't you. put this
and that together?"
"I can clo that, too; but. T don't know what you mean."
"Oh, men are so stupid ! Look here, Rip . You told
me that u diamond dealer's clerk came to yonr place and
got yon to go with a message to that other place on an
island where you saw the gl1ost-what do you call it
again?"
"Groggy Harbor."
"Exactly. Well, you go there, and a man you meet
forces you to go out to our ship to receive a little bale of
goods that anybody might know was smuggled. Seems to
me it don't require very much imagination to guess what
those goods arc."
"I wish you wonld give them a name, then."
"Well, I will, since you will not. Diam onds ! There!"
"Ah!" said Rip. "Well, we will soon sec.. Diamonds,
·
to be sure !"
Th ey had reached the life-saving hut, and Rip, laying
the hale down upon the tahle, cut the cords.
There was another covering of sheet cork inside, done
up with equal ca.re to buoy the package in case it fell in
the water.
Another and another still were remoYed, and then came
a strongl y-made brass box with a tight-fitting lid.
Rip had a hard job pulling it open, for he did not want
to bend it in any way.
At last he got the lid up, and saw in side a number of
little blue-paper parcels, very carefully packed in cotton.
" Diamonds !" cried Retta .
"How clo you know?" demanded Rip ..
"Did y0u never i::.ee diamonds packed that way before?"
"T don't kllow as ever I saw a real diamond. I've always lived here on the shore, you know. Some of the
dudes up from tl1c city make a big spread with what they
call diamonds, but whether they actually are or not, I
don't know."
"Open those papers anil have a look at what is inside,
Rip. I think you will be rather surprised."
And Rip started in to obey.
The surprise came, all right.
It increased as he kept on opening the papers.
They were, for the most pa.rt, filled with diamonds.
Some few contained emeralds and rubies.
One held a number of beautiful blue stones which Retta
said were sapphires, and, indeed, she lrn,d to tell Rip the
names of the emeralds and rubies.
But the dirunonds spoke for themselves.
There were a great many papers and a great many diamonds in each paper.
(To be continued)
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TIMELY TOPICS
A drove of cattle was being driven down Main street,
Highmore. S. Dale One old cow saw the open back door of
the First National Bank o.f Highmore and turned into it.
She walked down the stairway to the cellar, where she was
discovered later lying down.
The other week two Nebraska boys engaged in a fight
while working together in a field. One of them had some
matches in his pocket which got ablaze, and in throwing
them away he threw them into some dry hay. The result
was that fifty tons of hay, three barns and two farmhouses
were burned to the ground. It hasn't been reported yet
as to which boy got the best of the squabble, but they certainly did mischief enough.
Attention is called to the possibilities of zacaton grass
in the manufacture of paper by the United States Department of Agriculture. Zacaton grass extends from California and Texas southward to the Argentine Andes. Laboratory tests of this grass conducted by the Department show
that it can be chemically reduced to paper stock by the
soda process more easily ,a nd with less expense than is necessary to reduce poplar wood.
"Ten-cent sodas" universally in Ohio may be a result of
the State Board of Health's latest rulin g that all glasses,
spoons and dishes used at a soda fountain must be sterilized
in boiling water, with live steam, according to the complaints which are pouring into the board's offices. Several
confectioners and soda fountain proprietors declare they
cannot continue to se11 "sodas," "dopes" and frozen dainties at five cents if they are compelled to install sterilizing
equipment.

The hardships of a 300-mile horseback trip made by
Mrs. Walter Quick and baby, of Lakeview, over mountainous trails, to plead for the Telease of her husband from the
State Prison, Salem, Ore., were not without avail, the
State Parole Boa1;d deciding to recommend to the Government that Quick be paroled. Quick will be confronted
with the problem of reaching his borne when Governor
Withycombe orders his release. He has a homestead near
Lakeview, 300 miles from Salem, and his only .means of
transportation is the pony on which his wife and baby
made the long trip here. Quick was sent to prison fo r
the theft of a sack of oats and a box of shotgun shells.
"Quails are becoming very tame in Brown County, and
are staying in the barnyards of farmers. Several coveys
have come to the yards of town residences. The deep,
frozen snow makes it impossible for the birds to get food.
Farmers a.re feeding the birds, which ha.ve become so well
acquainted with the eating places that they come every day
to the barnyards. Their food is placed on boards out o!
the snow, and the farmer stands and watches them eat.
Some of the birds have been found dead, and it is believed
they died of starvation. The Hungarian pheasants, which
were placed on the Weed Patch hill reserve several years
ago, are also being fed . There are hundreds of these birds
in Brown County, Indiana..
Eight hundred and fifteen railroaders, including brakemen, conductors, engineers, firemen and switchmen, have
enlist.eel in the United States Marine Corps during the fl.seal years of 1913, 1914 and 1915, according to the triennial statement of recruiting recently made public. During the occupation of Vera Cruz by American marines in
April, 1914, war correspondents were .amazed at the efficiency show by our sea soldiers in repairing and operating
the line outside the city that had been torn up by the
Mexicans, but the answer is found in the fact that almost
one of ten marines is a railroader. It has been suggested
that the men who follow the rail are naturally adventurous, seeking excitement and danger, and that the marine'9 ,
service satisfies that craving.

Williams County's grain crop this season is valued -at
$4,500,000, acc0rcling to figures compiled by R. F. Flint,
State Immigration Commissioner of North Dakota. These
figures reveal the production of Williams County to be on
a gigantic scale. With a population of 20,000, the per
capita production is $225, while if the rural population
alone is considered the per capita production for men;
women and children is about 400. In addition to the 9rain
Williams County this fall has live stock production valued
A French soldier :fighting in the Argonne has just inat $6,500,000.
herited an estate valued at $40,000 from an eecentric army
officer who lived in the soldier's native vjllage. The only ·
Superintendent of Schools Ella Flagg Young, of Chi- condition attached to the legacy is that the soldier must
cago, rcceiverl $1 within a letter written in a cra.mped from time to time visit the grave of his benefactor and reschoolboy hancl. It read: "Dear Sir-About six years late there some of his war experiences. The will says:
ago I stole about two bushel baskets of coal from the school "Being without family, I leave the whole of my fortune to
at Warren avenue and Wood street, an.cl you will find in- Paul Cambon, farmer. I desire thus to show my graticlosed in letter $1, which is more than the value of what I tude to .him for having for many years listened patiently
took, and the priest tells us in confession that God won't and with every air of interest to the stor,ies I used to tell
forgive us if we don't return stolen goods or the value of the war of 1870. I trust that he will be spared to return
of them. Yours, 'l'hc l"'cnitent." The dollar will be put to his village after the present war, and my only request to
i11 the coal fund for the school at Warren avenue and Wood him is that he ,Jame occasionally to my tomb and there relate some of his own war experiences."
street.
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YValter T. Willis, secretary of the Chamber of Commerce
of the Borough of Queens, N cw York City, declared rccent1v that ihc Ynl ue of the manufactured procl nets of the
Horou?·h of Queens exceeds that of every one of twenty
finglc 8tn1-es of i.he Union. Also the Borough of Queens
cxeecrls ten States in the amount of capital invested in
manufacturing; eleven States rn the number of factory
c,mp.loyecs, ancl ten States in the number of manufactunng
c.sta!Jfo'1 1ments. According to the Ja1,t Federal census, the
Borough of Queens had 771 factories, with 23,891 employees, which produced manufactured prodncts valued at
$151,180,000, which was greater than the Yalue of the
products of any of the following States for the same year :
Alabama. Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, J<'lorida,
Idaho, Mi~sisRippi, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, North
Dakota, Oklahoma, _Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota, Utah, Vermont and Wyoming.

BRIEF BUT POINTED ITEMS
Miss Ada Boyd, of W:ranclotte, Okla., is so large that a
dray was required to convey her from a railway station to a
"I fear that that young man to whom I gave a job in
hospital to undergo an operation. Miss Boyd weighs 500
pounds. She is the largest patient ever registered at the the ~tore last week is crooked." "You should not judge by
appearance." ''I am juJging by disappearances in this
institution.
case."
Mrs. John Graber, an ardent Suffragist, has been elected
Youthful Leader of the Redskin Braves-Oh! if :you
constable of Smith Township in Ohio, an office for which
she never was a candidate and did not know she was heing please, .l\'Irs. Brown, can I have my arrow? It's come over
voted for. A number of men wrote her name on the ballot into your garden . Mrs. Brown-Certainly, my boy.
as a joke, and she won. Her election became known the Whcre~bonts c1id it go? Youth fol Leader of the Redskin
other day with the complete compilation of official re- Braves-(Limiclly)-1-1 thinl it's in your cat.
turns.
The steamer rolled and pitched m the mountainous
From H1gh Point, N. C., to Baltimore in seven hours wavc8, and A lgy was very seasick. ."Deah boy," he groaned,
and a quarter is the astonishing record made by one of tho "promise me you will send my remains to my people." .An
300, birds freed here recently. The contest was held by hour pa. secl. "Deah boy," feebly moaned Algy, "you
the Monumental City Concourse Association. Within re- needn't bother about sencJing my remains home-there
cent years quite a number of prominent Sou tl1ern and won'1, be any."
Northern clubs have made High Point the starting point
of interesting races.
IIouse-lmnter-Scems to me this house isn't very well
built. 'l'hc floor shakes when we walk. Agent-Um.A bunc11 of garden pea~ in the Cook Countv agricultural y-e-s; that's the new kind of spring floor for dancing, you
exhibit at the State Fair, ::\fim,csota, hnR a story behinrl it. know. Hou. e-liunter-And these !:ltairs creak tenibly.
The variety is called HO\ enstcin Pennsylvania Dutch. The Agc11t-Y-c-s. We furnish this new patent hurglar-alarm
peas were being brought from Pennsyhania by one of the sta irca~c without extra charge.
Howenstein pioneers in the middle of the last century,
"When a hungry hen discornred the hags . Biddy wns swnlA c1llhm:m who poses as a humorist was having his shoes
owing the last seed when the pioneer farmer came on the shined at a railway station. "And is your father a bootscene. Off went the hen's neck am1 the seeds were rescued black, too?" he asked the boy at his feet. ·'Ko," said the
for the spring plan ting.
bootblack. "My father is a farmer up the State." "Ah,"
saicJ the humorist, as be reached for his notebook to make
Providing a suggestion made by a Los Angeles man is an entry, ·'he believes in making hay while the son shines."
acted upon it is g~ing to be against the law for a man to
drive an automobile in Los Angeles with one arm encirA Western business man, visiting Washington with his
cling the waist of his fair one. David A. Hamburger has young son, took him to the Senate gallery one afternoon.
written to the City Council proposing a city ordinance that A certain venerable gentleman, whose part in the exerwill make it a misdemeanor for any person of either sex cises seemed not especially clear to the lad, interested him
to operate an automobile with his or her arm encircling greatly. The father explained that this elderly person was
the waist of a pcr~on of the opposite sex. rrhe idea was the r·liaplain of the Senate. "Oh, he prays for the Senate,
brought to his mind by the spectacle of a man teaching a does he?" asked the boy. "No," said the father, "he gets
yqung lady to drive while encircling her waist with one up and takes a look at the Senate, and then prays for the
arm.
country."
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TUE YANKEE '.VIIALER.
By Paul Brnddon

One of the most Rtriking headlands on the South African
coast is the bl ufi 01 K atal. Its majestic position, standing
boldly out from the mainland and rising straight up from
the deep, blue ocean to a height of several hundred feet;
the brilliant hues of the thousand -and-one varieties of
tropical foliage which cover its steep sides from top to
bottom; the clear sky aboYe ancJ. the bright plumage of the
bird1, flaEbing in the sun-al l contribute to make the spot
picturesque in ihe extreme. In the maze of the gigantic
underwood on the bluff, at the time of which I am writing,
leopards, tiger-cats, monkeys, serpents and other beasts a11d
reptiles roamed at will, the precipitous sides and wild entanglement insuring protection from the attacks of the
hunter. \\Tithin the last few years a road has been made up
the bluff, and a ligbthouse now crowns the summit. The
inner or northern side of the bluff forms one side 01 the
bay of Natal, while low sandhills inclose it on the 11orth.
The norlhem coast is irregular, and a sandh ill projecting
far into the hay almost cuts in into two parts. so forming
a double harbor. From this point the harbor-bar trctclics
across, and lhe water being there very shallow, ,·eS&els of
large size arc prevented from passing i11to the inner harbor. Forli.maicly, however, the bluff prolccts them on the
south, and except when north or cast w;nds are blowing, a
tolerably good a11C'liorage is obtainable. On account of the
impost-ibility of emigrant ships ,:ailing o,er lhc bar, the
early emigrants were transported from the ships to the
beach in the inner harbor in large surfbon ts, an<l frequently l1acl to be carried through the . urf to 1.he shore by
Kaffirs.
On the sandhill tbat di,ides the bay there stanch a lookout and the port captain or harbor-11:nster·s honSl', ancl
about two miles up the south shore is sitnatccl the town of
Durban, the only road to which, at the date of this story,
wa~ through the lrnshpalh.
Early in the afternoon uf one of the lwttt>st cbys 01 the
summer of 1 s;;-, the tlH'rmometrr n'g isl 0 ring something
like oue lmndrf:'<l and ten dc·~rrcs in t!ie :ihndc, the bay as
c::ilm a rlas~. and the hcac-h quite drscrtcrl, th e men in thr
lookout wc·n' :,,n-pri~c<l to see a lon2;, rnkisli rr.-iiocwer sail
arounc1 thr hhdf ancl drop anC'hor iu the ontcr bay. Xo
sooner had she brouched to than a whal eboat was lowered and put off from her side . 'fhc liarhor-1;rnstcr h nrrierl down, fol]owe1l by half a clozen men, to ihr beach, and
before th.:i bont hacl reached ih c hare a small crowd of
white men ancl Kafiirs had gathered aroum1. ,\s tbe boat
ran on to the shinglr, a tall, snllow man, who~e b011y frame,
sharp e.-es and fratures proclaimed him an 1\ m2rican before he spoke, jumped ashore, anc1 asked in a ~harp, nasal
tone:
"Who's ho?.s ( chi er personage) here?"
('J am the l'ort Captain," sn.id that functionary, stepping forwArd. "Do you want me?"
",Yaal, ye;;, I r1o-some. I'm cap'n of the Southern
Cross ?chooncr; thar she is. siie's sprung a bad leak, and
I want tn beach her here ancl examine her timbers. My
lads is a'most Jone up with pumpin'. She's fillin' most
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awfully quick, and I want some men to come oil' and take
a hand at the pumps. My crew can't keep on much
longer, I gueR, ."
"1111erc are you from, and where bound, captain?" asked
the harbor-master.
"I've bin cruisin' after whales, and thar's a pile of ile
aboard. But, sir, if we stop palav'ring here, I shan't git
my ship beached. What men can you git me, now,
quick?"
"There's plenty of Kaffirs about," said the harbor-master; "but you must get permission before you can take
any of them off to your ship."
"Permission ?" echoed the stranger; "waal, I never I
Who's got charge of this lot? Who do they belong to?"
"They clon't belong to anybody . Tl}is is a British colony,
captain. But you must get leave to take 'em aboard, or
else you can't ha,e 'em," replied the harbor-master, emphatically.
"1Yho' 11 give me permission; you?" asked the captain .
"No,
can't; you must go and get a magistrate's order."
I
''"\Vliar's he to be found? Jest ~how me the way. L ook
:,;harp, boss, 'cos I'm in a mortal hurry, you know ."
The harbor-master turned away, saying : "Up in Durban, and--"
"Ilow fur's that?" broke in the Yankee.
"A good two miles through the bushpath. Y ou'll have
to get a horse."
"W har'll 1 git one?" asked the captain.
~\t thi~ moment :M:r. McKay, the Government landfl.gcnt, who, full of officious curiosity, had come down from
the Cmitom-House, pushed through the '.!rowd, and said :
'·I'll lend you a horse, captain. Just come this way."
''You·re very obligin', sir," said the captain, t urning and
following the agent. "I'll accept your offer, and feel honored."
In a few minutes the horse was produced, and a negro
engaged to run ahead and show the way. As the captain
mounted the horse, he turned to the harbor-master and
mid: "Yon 1ll be able to find boats enough to tu.ke fifty
niggers off at once, eh?"
''Oh. ~-e~; 1ve can do that ."
" \Vaal , 110w," Eaid the stranger, as a parting observation, "!'lin·t it a plagney shame that a man can't save his
ship without fl 11 this palaver? Here's the Southern Cross,
as smart a scliooner as ever sailed under the Stars and
Rtripes. a-makin' wate_r like mad, and I've got to go
through all this here perform::mce before I ken git a few
darned niggers to pump." And away he rode towarn Durban.
The magistrate not only gave the American captain the
necessary order, but opened a bottle of wine, and, drinking
to his success, promised any further assistance that might
lie in his power, and in two hours after leav ing tbe harbor
the stranger- was halfway back again.
During his absence all had been bustle at the harbor.
}fore K[lffirs had come down in the hope of beng hired,
ancl great was the amount of speculation as to the terms
likely to be offered. These K atal Kaffi.rs are runaway
Zulus, who, having once deserted, are barred from returning to Zululand under :pen~t.Y. of deiith. Th~ ~ bo~
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" 'Vl 1at can it mean?" a~kcd Mr. McKay.
brave ana intelligent, and are a much finer set of men
"l\fonn ?" sai<l the harbor-master; "mean?· That we're
than the negroes of the West Coast. From the lookout the crew of the schooner could be seen pumping i1:ices- all born foo·1s _: tliat's what it mean ."
"1Yhy, how?" gnsped the bewildered agent.
santlv, a continuous stream pouring from her side, and
"How?" responded the harbor-master. "Why was he so
Mr. McKay, whose proffer of the horse was instigated more
by the hope of profit than by disinterested kindness, for he pnrticulnr about the eort o.f Kaffirs he engaged? Wouldn't
was , the owner of the surfboats, was waiting with great any kind of Kaffos do for working pumps? Of course
impatience for the stranger's return, and calc:ulating the they wonld. I can see it all now. She was no whaler;
sliio had sprung no leak. She was a Yankee slaver, that's
amount he would realize bv the business.
Sooner than conld have !{een expected, the captain came what she was; and we ought all to be shot for not seeing
riding up at l?. rattling pace, and, jumping from the horse, i L be fore."
said: "Here's the permission, bos , all correct and com"Bnt we saw them pumping the water out of her," said
plete. And now how many niggers ken I hev ?"
i.he agent, after a pause.
"Just as many as you like," said the harbor-ma.~ter;
"0£ course ,\"Oll <lid. But you didn't see the other side
"there they arE: waiting to be hired."
of her, <li<l yon, Mr. McKay?"
"Now, sir, tell me-what time in the morning ken I git
"Well, no," responrled the agent.
·
over the bar? 1 <'!raw ten feet of water."
"~o; but if you ha.d, you'd have seen 'em pumping the
"Tide flows ,a t six o'clock, and you could come oYer by ll'idC'r in ! That's what it was, Mr. McKay; the rascals
eight, I should say," responded the harbor-master.
were )rnmping it in on the starboard side and out again on
"Good. Waal, now, you boys, I'll give you se,·en and six- lh"l po1·t; don't you !c'ee ?"
pence apiece to come and take turns all night. There's a
"Yes, I see now," sighed the agent.
powerful lot o' water in the hold by this time, and you'll
"Sixty· niggers kidnapcd before our very eyes!" conhev to work, I tell you.' 1
tinnNl the · harbor-master. "A pretty thing, upon my
Several voices eagerly accepted the terms, and the har- word!"
bor-ma$ter asked hpw many he would engage.
"Beg pardon, sir," said one of the men; "p'raps she's in
"Just you stand in a row, boys, and I'll pick out thr
now. sir-if we wa to pull oil'. in the boat around
sight
likely ones. Be smart; the sun'll be down before we git
1)111 ff head, sir."
the
aboard, if you don't be slick."
"What's the good 01 that?" growled tbe harbor-master.
The Kaffirs were soon in line. Tbe captain walkecl up
"On',v p'raps we might see what course she was aand down surveying them, and carefully picking out the
_; and in case the admiral was to come around, we
takin'
biggest and strongest, until he had selected about sixty.
ay which way she was a-gain', sir."
,
could
"I will come off to you in the moming, captain, and
"Oh, she' out o' sight by this time, never fear," said the
bring you a pilot," said the harbor-master.
"But man the boat, and we'll see."
harlior-ma$ter.
''Waal, now, that's friendly of you, boss. Really, if you
men to get the boat out, and away went
the
went
Awa,v
would, I should take it kindly," responded the Yankee.
and Mr. McKay after them down to the
barbor-mnster
the
the
when
"I will," said the harbor-master; "I'll come off
bench.
tide makes."
"\fo wonder he was so particular, the rascal! Why,
"Thank you, sir," said the captain, , as he stepped into
everv one of those Kaffirs will fetch $500 in America.
the whaleboat; "you won't forget to come?"
He'~ clonr a very fair day's work, and no mistake, Mr.
"Certainly not," replied the harbor-master. "GoodMcKny."
night."
"Yes; a nil 11cver paid me for the hhc of my boat," dole"Good-night," said the stranger, with a grim smile, wavre. ponded i.he agent; "and I lent the scoundrel my
fully"
ing his hand as the boat pulled away.
horse, too !"
· Before the sun had risen on the following morning, the
''Well, it's no use now. But where our senses were, Mr.
port captain, Mr. McKay, and the lookout men were already assembled on the sand-point; and ,as the first flush McKay. to be outwitted like that, I can't think. I shall
_of daylight came rapidly spreading over land and sea they hear of th~ again. If only the admiral would cruise
strained their eyes across the bay, eager to catch an early around here, we might catch 'em now; but we shan't see
glimpse of the schooner whose arrival and condition had him for months, maybe. It's about the deepest move that
caused such unusual excitement the d,ay before. Well ever I heard of."
By this time the boat was out ancl manned, and a hearty
might they start and stare in speechless astonishment.
There was the bay all right, and there was the blue bluff pull took them to the bluff head in half an hour; but no
beyond it, but nothing else. No Southern Cross! No ship sign of the slaver was to be seen.
at all! Nothing to mark where she had lain tlw preYions
The next day a southern-bound brig dropped anchor in
night! What could it mean? Could she have foundered LhC' onter bay and sent ashore for some -fresh meat. The
with all hands? No; for thei:c was not depth of water suf- harbor-master went off to her, ancl gave the captain a letter
ficient to cover her masts if she had. Could she have to deliver to the aclmiral if he fell in with him, or to leave
broken away and gone ashore? Impossible; for the wind, at the cape if he did not. Although the letter reached the
a mere capful, was off the land.
admiral within a week, and he put off to sea on the chance
"She's gone!" was the first exclamation which broke. L11e of foiling in with some news of Lhe Houihem Cross, no
more was ever ltcanl of that Y ankec whaler.
silence-"clean gone I"
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NEWS OF THE DAY
Driving a big car with his right arm broken and clan-·
gling on the back of the seat, using his le.rt arm for steering, a young man about eixteen1years old recently gave an
exhibition of nene. He drove the car about 30 mi.Jes
into Claxton, Ga., before aid was given him._ Ile was returning from Savannah and when he attempted to cranJ,
the car about five or ten miles from Brooklet. the handle
flew back and broke his right arm. In this co~dition, and
suffering much pain, he was forced to drive the car here .for
medical attention .
The State educational department of New York has
discovered an aimless wonder in Thomas P. :McAuli.ffe, a
student in the Hutchinson Central lligh School, Buffalo,
. Y. Although born without arms, his physics examination paper, just received by the department. was among
the best of those wl;o took the examination. Ile passed
with a high percentage. 'The boy writes by holding the
pen between his chin anc\ should er. The examination paper Bhowed clear and very regular writing and the drawings were exrellent.

States would total not less than 3,000,000 me11. 'J'he te rritory will be represented at the opening of Congress with
de.finite proposals suited to our own exposme and conditions which ~o not1 pti,rallel those o.f the mainland. 'M'ore
action nncl less talk' is the motto of the territorial administration."
From a we1l-clressed banker to a day laborer in oYeralls
is the transition of J . Bradley Fuller, who, with his sisters,
owned ancl operated the private bank of Fuller & Son at
Winslow, Tll. Necessity forced the former banker to obtain means of support. The only occupation available was
that o.f helping manufacture concrete blocks. He i. paid
,ji2 a. day for ten hours, and is docked for every hour in
1Yhich he is not occupied. Upon the recent return of
l<'uller from the East, his departure taking place just one
week prior to the failure of the bank, he was on the verge
of 11ervous profltration. The sympathy of his friends as,istecl in restoring bis nerves to th~ir normal condition
nud he nnnounped his willingp,ess to t~ke any kind of work
which afforded himself and his family a living. After
-·ecking in vain for some occupation more remunerative
,u, d ,rii b less physical labor involved, he went to work with
tile rooncrete .firin and expects to remain there until something more imiting develops. His family take their reJ ucccl ei rcum. tances philo ophica.lly, all seeking employn1em in order to contribute to the common fund.

To an audience of teachers ancl educators Mrs. Winifrecl
SackYille Stouer, of Oakland; Cal., expl~ined her original
method of education which has made 'Winifred Sackvill e
Stoner, ,Jr., who accompanied her mother, a twelve-ycarold wonder. The child speaks seYen languages fluenth
and reads twcll e readily. She plays both violin and piano
and has written several books in prose and rhyme. Al 'l'l1e steepest "l'ineyards in all Europe, if not in all the
though rcacly to receive a degree Crom Stanford Univer ,orld, are sitnatcd on the northwest coast of
Italy. I
sity, Miss Stoner is barred from the in stitution because of 11 a\"e seen grapevines growing in many countries
and in
her age, according to Mrs. Stoner.
many qneer places, but nowhere have I ever seen vineyards
located like those on the seacoast between Levanto and
Mrs. 0. H. Bosworth, of Dicken1on, S. Dak., has ar- 8pezzia. · 'I'he vin~s in some places along the Rhine grow
ri ved in Tolerlo, Ohio, wjth thirteen children, all of whom on VCI)' steep hillsides, but nothing to compa1·e with those
she has aclopt~d. Mrs . .Bosworth is on her way to ,isit growing on the lofty Italian cliffs. You can
now and
relatives in Bowlirig Green. Mrs. Bo worth formerly was then gci. a goocl glimpse of these vineyards while riding in
a rich ranch owner in South Dakota. Recently sl1c solcl the train from Genoa to Pisa, which follows the coast althe ranch and movccl to Maine.. Iler desire to Yisit her mo~t itll the way. The trouble is that tunnels
succeed
old home in Wood County became strong and she started each othCT in rapid succession, thus continually breaking
off
West with her "fmnilv." The children range .from Lhree to tlle view of the sea and of the rock:v coast. After
leaving
sixte<'n . Mrs. Bosworth say.- that at one lime on her SouLh Levanto, a small town
situated on a semi-circular bay, and
Dakota ranrh ~he hurl had twent:v-thrcc chiJcJrcn. Hhe has going through a long
tunnel, yo11 soon come to what are
been a wirlow for hrr,nty year;; ancl hacl one child ..
called
the
villages
of
the
Cinq11c Terre. Each village is
•
sqrnrutecl from the other by lofi? cliff,. 'l'he Yines cover
In six wc•cks i.lw Xalio1wl Uunnl of flawaii inc·rea,·ed lhe racr of the:;e bold cliffs, ,rllieh arc almost JJC'rpendicufrom 700 men i.o :l.G03, cxel usi ve of Ka val Mil it in. C:ov- la r. .'\.,: such places can be reach eel only hv ladclcrs or ropes
e:rnor Luc·ius E. Pinkham, o.f Hawaij, 11otrs in n. Jdte1 the <1iffie:nlt_v of working 1.he Yineyanl n11d of p:a(hering the
dcrlnnng himself in fornr of aclcquale nai.ioual tlcl\msc rrop of grapc8 can easily be im:1gi11rd. _\]mo~t as striking
,rlticb he . <'Ill r0ccntl_v to 1hc ,\meril"an Dcfen,c Sol"icty nrc lho~c places where the vines nrr trained upon wire
"Jf the rnainlancl," ,rrites i.he Gorcrnor Lo J. l<'lanl Huh. across gorges made by the streams which cut the rocky
bard, chairman or the Rociety's committee on .organization. roast. This whole region is probably unique in its viti"had done as well as this little territory in the micl t of cnlture. Only men like the Italian peasant farrner;s, who
foe ParifiC' Ocl'an, clefoncling not only its own extremely Joye the Yine and its luscious fruit, would go to so much
expoRccl ~cl r, hu1 I.he cnnsts of A laRlrn. the Fnitecl Sta lei' ln:>or anu trouble as to plant vineyards on the face of sheer
proper and Pnnnrn, the aniilahlc forces of Lile United r·lifk
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L.1\ITERESTING ARTICLES
EM PLO YER MAKES UP LOSSES.
The owner of a Fort Worth, Texas, department store
hacl his employees turn in to him their bank books showing their accounts with a wrecked Fort _lYorth bank, ancl
he issued to each employee who was a depositor a check
covering the am o11nt in the bank, so as to prevent any of
his employee,: losing their savings.
OKE BOY, ONE SCIIOOL.
Livingstone Connty, l\10., has the smallest possible schoo l
in the world-it has jnst one pupil. But, despite the small
enrollment, it keeps grinding steadily away, confining itR
activities principally to the texlbooks anJ eschewing football and other forms of athletic.;s ..
'I'he school in question is in District ~ o. 2 in M:ediciue
'l'ownship, ancl 1\Ii~s, ),fary Phillips is tl1e teacher. 'I'he
list of malriculants has not been published. Wl1en the
term began, it wa~ anticipated that a number of children
would emoll, but only this one boy came, so the teacher
started in with the course.
~'.

FLOATING OIL l?ATAL TO SEA BIRDS.
Extensive areas of floating oil off the east coast 0£ Scotland have ca11sed the cleatli 01 enormous numbers of guillemots, razorbills and puffins, and a con~iJcrable number of
eider-clucks. Lady Erskine repOTts to the Scottish ~aturalist that on June 22 at Kingsba rns the rocks were coYcred
with a thick, brown oil, some sel'CJJ inche deep in the
creYices. Dead bi1·cls ,rere lying all along high-water mark,
and large numbers in a dazed condition, arn1, with their
· feathers matted together with oil, were sitting about. Some
eiders were also found in similar pitiable plight.
'!'he oil is suppos,ed to have come from some tanker that
was sunk by a submarine.

f-'

WHALE BATTLES SHIP.
Showing the effects of a desperate battle with a huge
sperm wh;le while trn miles south of Jilount EJgecombe,
Krnzof Island, near the entrnnce of Sitka Sound . Alaska,
on June 15, the whaling steamer Star III., Capt. L. P.
Halls, Gunner G. Earling, reached Eagle Harbor after a
successful season.
While taking one of the big mammals, which members
of the crew described as "just like an ocean liner," the big
fellow charged the steamer, damaging the gunwale; second
towing chock on the starboard side and bending and
crumpling a plate in the bulwarks for a distance of ten
feet . The ,reight of th,e whale nearly swamped the little
steamer.
RECOVERS SEVERED CABLE.
Hugh Gre~g, fln operator for the British Government at
the Fapniug I sland cable station in the mi<l-Pacific, divccl
at the risk of his life into the shark-infested '1'aters and recovered the lost end of the cable soon after the German
cruiser N urnberg completed its work of de~troying the sta-

tion, arcoro ing to R. 1\1:. Fitt, manager for British interests on the island, who is in San Francisco.
"After cutting the cable," Jilr. Fitt said, "the Nurnberg
, owed the sea end off shore and dropped it in deep water.
d rcgg r1cvisccl a glas bottom boat, and, after cruising
,1 round for ,,e\eral days, located tl.1e lost encl in 40 feet of
wa ter frequented by shark;;. Gregg dived repeatedly until
he succcecled in attaching a line to it."
PLATINUM HELPS DIAMONDS STII~E.
lt 11a,; come to be agreer! that the diamond is not only
Ii ·pla>·cJ more acha11tngeously in a platinum than in a
'{Old mouutiug, hut also is more secure if set iu the firstmentioned o.f U1e:'e two most precious of the metals.
As to the chances of Jos. being reduced to a minimum
hy platinum, it has been found from a chain of alternating
links of gold and platinum that a few years sufficed to
wear i.he irnlcl links through, while the platinum links to all
,tppearancrs remained as perfect i1:, when first received.
As to tli sµlay, the cxpcrrs holcl that the peculiar properties of platinum :ire eminently adapted to bring out the
snap and fire that are Llic l ifo of tbe diamond. These
-:houlcl not \Je counteracted, or hindered in any way, they
,ay, nll(l tl1at it is the be~t monuting, therefore, which aids
thern nnd thns gun.rantecs their best effects.
P!n.tinnm, morcowr, is a non-tarnishmg metal. It is not
aft'ected b)' atruosplteric conclilions and holds its whiteness
for nil (inrn. i\ot even high quality gold, of course, is nontarni:-hi1lg. Tl1e plutinmn mou nlrcl gems are ever ready
for the wearer, requiring little, if any, special cleaning
month in and month out, while golJ takes on a sorrylooking color after being worn only a short time.
A study of the ligltt refrat:ting qualities of the diamond
shows that the color of the mounting at the girdle of the
tone, where metal and gem come in coni.act, determine
very appreciably what the prerni ling hue of the diamond
will he. 'rlic white of the platinum c.;ontact stimulates the
natiYe brilliance of the tliamond, the yellow of the gold
ti11ges it with its own hue and d11lls it. Moreover, so the
:.ugmnent continues, the white of the pla t inum helps to
soften when it does not overcome the \'ellowness of an inferior diamond. while the yellownes~ ;_r gold serves to intensify the inferior diamond's poor shading.
Platinum of course would not be more ~xpensive than
gold if it did not have superior qualities, and suitability
for c!iamonJ mountings is ol78 of them, just as gold is not
so nrnclt more expensive than silver without very good reasons, and so on down the long line to the base metals.
B.nt the setting need not be all platinum. 'l'here is what
is called the platinum tipped setting, which reduces the cost
of platim1m sci.ting cons id erably without sacrifice of any
01 the advantages. This result is produced by buckling anr.
soldering n piece of platinum on the emls of the prongs
in sucl1 a way ns to insure permanc11cy of the platinum, as
w:->ll as give the stone the proper color infl.11 nee \Yh ere most
ncocleil ; namely, at the girdle or point of contact.

TAKE NOTICE!
Itch Powder, Bombs and Oachoo
cannot be sent by mail. Only orders
for these goods amounting to one dollar will be accepted, as delivery will
have to be made by expr~s.
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GLASS fEN.-P&tent glass pen, with nice
dlp, writes Jtke any ordlnary pen; each put
up In wooden box.
Price, l0c., poatpald.
,WOLFF NOVELTY 00., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
1

IIIYSTERIOUt! l'LA'.l.'E .LIFTER.
Made

of

fine

rubber.

wlth bulb on one end
and lnt!a.tor at other,
Place lt under a. table

cover,

under

plate

or

glass, a.nd bulb la pressed
underneath, object rises
mysteriously;
40
Ins.
Joni:-. Price, ll5c., postpaid.
WOLI•F NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N . Y.

MARBLE VASK.
A clever and puzzllng effect,
easy to do; the apparatus can
be minutely examlned. Errect:
A marble can be made to pas~
from the hand lnto the closed
vase, which a moment be!ore

beau Utul

enam:i':d :~:;:,i ~6~ly'vas;~Ja

18

a

.Prlce. ~c.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

THE PHA1ITOM FINGER.
Al theae fingers are cast tn
moulds In which a person's ftn•
gers have been encased. they are
a. ll!ellke model ot the same. The
finger can be made to pass
through a person's h a t or coat
without Injury to the hat or garment. It appearo to be your own
t!nger, A perfect IJ!uelon. Prlce,
.it5c.; % !or 23c., poetpa!d.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

;INDJAN FINGER TRAP.
A couple can be jolne&
together and their strugl
gle to be r e leased only
' .
makes matters worae. It
wlll hold them as tight
as a ra.t-trap, and the more they try to pull
away, the tighter It i;-rlps.
Our traps ar&
extra. long. Price, 10c, ea.ch; S !or 25c,. by
mall, postpa.ld.
WOLl,'F NOVF.LTY CO., 20 W. 26th St., N. Y.

~Zl-.,,R!ii@lliailB;;:::

~

Pill" MOUSE.
It Is made or cut metal and
ho.s the oxact color, shape and
aJze ot a live mouae. Pinned on
your or somebody else's clothes.
wllJ have a atartl!ng ettect upon
..
the spec_tatora.
'l'he screaming
fun had by this little novelty, eapeclally In tlia
presence ot IadJes, ts more than can be im•
aglned. It a cat happens to be there, there'•
ilo other fun to be compared with it.
Prlce, 10c. each by ma.II, poatpald; a tor Zl!o.
l,'RAl\K Sllll'£H, 383 Lenox Ave., N. Y.

See Th .IS

Latest Stunner, Boys - "Tho
Kaiser's Abduction of Sep/ember
Morn ." You must get this one.
It's a Screamer boys-a real hot one. It's got
them all beat. bassent tell you all about it hero
-see it for yourselves boys. Only 15 eta. (In
plain sealed envelope). UP-TO-DATE NOVELTY
C O., 371 William Ave., Winnipeg, Can.

KOUGH R,IDER DISC PISTOLS,
Made ot nicely col,red wood 6',i lnohea
long.
The power !~
!urnlshed by rubber
bando.
Ton dlaco of
cardboard wlth euh
pistol. Price, 60. each,
poatpald.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

THE LITTLE GEM TELEPHOYE.
The transmitter In
this
telephone
Is
made trom the beat

~fhrte~rdf)i~~ :me~!;

TRICK PURSE

One of tne most Innoce nt - looking Uttl-,
p ocketbooks you ev~r
saw. Hand It to your
friend, and t e ll hlm to
help h!mse lt. As he
unfa sten s the button
a aprtn g inside causes
tnt:: 1.JUrse to fly open.
sending s everal coins up tn the aJr before hla
a s tonished gaze. This ts a real Cun maker.
You cannot afford to be wi t h out one.
Price, 25c. each, by mall, postpa.!d.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

!JLACK-EYE .JOKE.
New and am11•!ng joi<er. Thi
victim Is tole. tc hold the tu°De
oloae to hi-s eye ,o aa to exclud•
all light trom the back, &nd. thell
to remove the tube unttl picture,
appear in the center. In trying
to locate the picture• he will re•
celve the ffneet black-eye you ever
saw. We furntsh a small box ot
blackening proi,aratton with each
tube, so the joke can be ueed in•
definitely. Those not In the trlck
wlll be caught every time. Abao•
Jutoly harmless.
Prlce by m&II Ilic, ell.Chi
: :tor 25c.
II . I' . 1. A~G, 1815 Centre St., B'kl7D, N. Y.

WE

A

wlll laat a long time;
can be made ·fn a.ny
length
by
adding

cord; the only real
telei,hone
for
th&
money; en.ch one DUt up tn a neat box; fully

lluatrated, with !ull direction• how to UM
them, Prlce, 12c., postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., %9 W. !Stb St,. N. T.
l\lAGIO DIE BLOCK.
A wonderfully de•
ceptlve trick! A aolld
block, two Inch e •
square, is made to appear and dlsappe&r at
pleamre.
Borrowing
a. hat rrom one or the
audience, you place
the block on top, eliding a ca.rdboard cover
(which ma.y be examined) over it. At the
word ot command you lltt the cover, the block
la gone, and the aame lnste,nt It !alls to tbs
floor through the ha.t, with & solid thud, or
,nto 'one of the apecta.tor'a hands, You may
vary this excellent trick by passing the block
through a table a.nd on to the floor beneath,
or through the lid of a desk Into the drawer,
etc. This trlclr never rans to astonish th&
apectator1, and can be repeated as often aa
clHlred.
Price, 35c., postpaid•
H. F. LANO, 1815 Centre St., B'ltlyn, N. Y.
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"Mo vin g
A Weekly Magazine devot11d to Photoolays and Players

..

"

re Sto ries ''
Absolutely the finest llttle publlcatlon on the news-stands

PRICE 5 CENTS A COPY -..
ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY
BEAUTIFUL COLORED COVER DESICNS
New portraits of actors and actresses every week

THIRTY•TW O PAGES
FINE HALF-TONE FRONTISPll £CES
Get a copy of this weekly magazine and see what

EVERY NUMBER CONTAINS

tt le

\

Six Gripping Stories, based on the . latest and best films, each profusely illustrated with fine halt-tones of scenes
in the
plays.
Photographs and Blographles of the most celebrated Photoplay actors and actresses.
Special Articles relating to Moving Pictures, written by the greatest authorities in the film business.
News Notes from the studios about the doings of everybody o( promin~nce connected with the Photo·plays.
Scenario Hints and the .µames of all the companies who may l>uy the plays you write.
Poems, Jingles, Jests and every bright feature calcplated to interest bvth young and old.
GET A COPY NOW from your newsdealer, or send us 5 cents in money or postage stamps, and we will mail
you the latest number l$sued

"MOV INC PICTU RE STOR IES," Inc.
168 West 23d Street

New York
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No. 1.
NAPOLEON' S ORACULUIII AND
ETIQUETTE.-It ts a greo.t life secret, and
No. 80. HOW TO COOK. -One of th e m oo,
DREAM BOOI{.-ContalnJng the great oracle
one that every younl( man desires to know all
Instru ctive books on cooking ever pt1blls h ed
of human destiny; ale:o the true meaning or
about
There's happiness In it.
It contains recipes tor cooking meats, ftah
almost any kind or dreams, together with
No. H. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A comgame, and oyatero; also pies, puddings, cake•
oharms, ceremonies. and curious ~amee of
plete hand-book !or making all kinds of
and all k inds ot pastry, and a grand colleccards.
candy, Ice-cream, syrups, esse nces, etc., etc.
t1on ot recipes.
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.
No. 81. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.
book of magi c and card tricks, contalnlnl' full
-One ot the brightest and most valuable
-Containing fourteen illustrations, giving the
tn1tructlon on all the leading card triC'ks o!
little books ever given to the world. Everydifferent positions requisite to become a g ood
the day, also the most popular magical lllubody wishes to know how to become beautlspeaker, reader and elocutlonbt.
Also con1lc,ne as performed hy our leading magicians;
tul, both male and female.
The secret ls
tatnlng gems from all the popular author, of
every boy should obtain a copy of this book.
simple, and almost costless.
prose and poetry.
No. 3.
HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and
No. 20. HOW TO E. 'TERTAIN AN EVENNo, 82. HOW TO RIDE A B I CYCLE.wtles or nfrtatlon are fully explained by this
ING PARTY.-A complete compend ium ot
Containing Instructions for beginners, choice
little book. Besides the vario us methods or
a-a.mes, sports, card diversions, . comic recitao! a machine, hlnta on training, etc. A com handkerchiet, fan. &love, parasol, window and
ttone, etc., suitable tor parlor or drawingplete book. Full of practical Illustrations.
hat flirtation, tt contains a !ult 11st ot the
room en tertainment.
It contains more for
No. 8:S. HO\V TO PLAY OAMES.-A comlanguage and ~entlment or flowers.
the money than any book publlehed.
plete and useful little book, contatnlnc the
"o 4.
HOW '1'0 D,L'!\'CE ta the title or
No 21 HOW TO HUNT AND l'ISH.-The
rules and r egulation• of billiards, bagatelle,
this little book. It contains tun instructions
most complete hunting and fishing guide ever
bac kgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.
In th• art of dancing, etiquette In the ballpublished. It contains full instructions about
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS
room and at partlel!, how to dress, and full
guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping ancl flsh-Contatntng a.11 th e leadlnar conundrums 0 f
directions for calling off tn all popular square
in«, together With description ot game and
the day, amusing r iddles. curious catches a nd
dances.
fl.sh.
wJtty sayings.
:So. 5. HOW •ro ~JAKE LOVE.-A comNo. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.No. 88. HOW TO B ECOJ\IE l'.OUR OWN
plete guide to love, courtship and marriage,
Heller's second sight explained by his former
DOCTOR.-A wonderfu l book, containing uae ..
•Jvtnar sensible advice, rulee and etiquette to
assl~tant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how the
tul and practical information In the treatmen t
be observed, with many curious and interestsecret dialogues were carried on between the
o1 ordinary diseases and ailments common to
lng things not ge,nerally known.
magician a.nd the boy on the stage: also givevery ta.mtty. Abounding In useful and ette c• 'o, 6. HO\V TO n•;cO~lE AN ATHLl!:TE.
Ing all the codes and signals.
tlve recipes for general complaints.
-Giving full Instruction for the use of dumbNo. 28. HOW 'l'O EXPLAIN DREAMS.No. 89. uo,v TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY
b•lls, Indian clubs, parallel bars, horizontal
This little book gives the explanation to all
PIGEONS A...'1/D RABBITS.-A useful and In ~
bars and various other methods of developing
kinds of dreams, together with lucky and
etructlve book.
Handsomely Illustrated.
a good, healthy muscle; contai ning over sixty unlucky days.
No, 40. HOW TO IIIAKE AND SEl' TRAPS
Illustrations.
No. 24, HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
-Includln&" h ints on how to catch mbtes'
Nn. 7. 110\V TO KEEP BIRDS.-HandGE1'i'l'LEJ\IEN.-Contalnlng full directions for
weasels, otter, rats, squlrrels and birds. Als~
1ome ly tllustrated and containing full JnstrucwrftJng to gentlemen o n all subjects.
ho"~' to cure skins. Copiously Illustrated.
ttons for the mo.nagement and training of the
No. 25. HOW 'l'O BECOME A GYMNAST.No. 41. THE BOYS OF NE\V l'.ORK E:>.'D
canary, mocktngblrd, bobo1ink, blachblrd, pare,Containing full instructions tor all kinds ot
l\lEN'S JOKE BOOK.-ContaJning a great ;,aoquet, oar~ot. etc.
·
gymnastic sports and athletic exercises. Emrtety ot the la.test jokes used by the most
:So. 9. Ho,v TO BECO)IE A VENTRILObracing thirty-five tllustra.tlons. By Professor
famous end men.
No amateur minstrels ta
Ql' IST.-By Harry Kennedy.
Every lntelllW. Macdonald.
complete without this wonderful little book
sent boy reading thla book of Instructions can
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND ;BUILD
No. 42.
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
master the art, a.nd create any amount of run
A BOAT.-Fully Illustrated. Full Instructi ons
STt;MP SPEAKER.-Contalntng a varied asfor himself a.ncl friends.
It ls the greatest
are given tn this little book, together wtth ineortment ot stump speeches, Negro, Dutch an d
ltook ever pub118hec.1.
struc-tlons on swimming and riding, companion
Irish. Also end men's jokes. Just the thi ns
No. 10, HOW TO BOX.-The art o! seltsports to boating-.
tor home amusement a.nd amateur shows.
defenM made easy.
Containi ng over thirty
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF
No, 13. HOW TO BECOME A :\IAGJCI,U,.
Illustrations of guards, bl(lws. and the dtrrerH.ECITA'rIONS.-Contalning the most popula1·
-Contatntng the g r andeat assortment or mag•nt positions of a &'Ood boxer.
Every boy
1electtons tn use, comprising Dutch dialect,
1cal lllusions ever placed before the publtc.
1hould obtain one of these useful and tnstruc1'~rench dla1ect, Yankee and Irish dialect
Also tricks with cards. incantations, etc.
tlve books. as It will teach you how to box
pieces, together with many standard readings.
No. U . HOW TO WRITE IN AN AL
without an Instructor.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.BU~l.-A grand collection of Album Verse;
No. 11. HOW '1'0 WRITE LOVE-l,ET'l'ERS.
Everyone Is desirous of knowing what hi•
suitable tor any tlme and occasion; embrac-A most complete little book, containing full
tuture life w1l l bring torth, whether haµpines11
tng Lines o! Love, Affection, Sentiment, Hu•trectlons for writing love-letters, and when
or misery, wealth or p overty. You can te ll
mor, Respect, and Condo lence; =.:do Verses
to use them, giving specimen letters for
by a glaance at thle little book. Buy one and
Suitable for Valentines and Wedd ings.
Toung and old.
be convinced.
No, 45, THE BOYS OF :r.-Ew YORK MJN.
i-o. 12. HOW TO WUJTE LETTERS TO
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME A N INVENTOR.
STREL GUIDE AND J OKE BO OK.-Some LADIES.-Glving c&mplete Instructions tor
-Every boy should know how inventions origthing new and very instructive. Every boy
writing letters to ladles on all aubjects; also
inated. This book explains them all, giv ing
~hould obtain t his book, as 1t contains t un
le tters of Introduction, notes and reQuests.
examples in electricity, hydraulics, magnetinstru ctions t or organizi n g an amateur m inNo. 13. H OW T O D O lT; OR, BOOK OF
Ism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics, etc.
st r el tro.upe.
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